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•, ·, 
Act~ng on a proposal from the Commission the Council included in the General 
Programme of 28 Ma¥ 1969 for the elinunation of technical obstacles to trade 
the Community the type approval of motor vehicles • .Among the matters to be 
dealt with under that procedure by Special Directives are safety belts and 
other restraint systems, and head restraints. Moreover, the Council under-
took in the Community Action Programme for industrial policy o£ 21 December 
1973 to adopt directives relating to these devices~· before 1 January 1976, 
' ' 
together with the Directive on seat-belt anchorages 'Which the c'ommission 
sent to it in August this yearl). 
As part of their endeavours to enhance the safety of persons using motor 
vehicles, most of the Member states have brougnt in laws and administre.ti ve 
. provisions on seat belts and head restraints. These national provisions: 
generally differ from each other, however. Mor~over, they do not take. 
sufficient account of recent technical advances in the field. These dis-
, ' ' ~ 
advantages make it urgently necessary to adopt Community requirements which 
could not only eliminate techn~cal obstacles to the free mo~ement of the 
abovementioned.vehicles and accessories but also provide motorists with 
maximum protection combined with comfort, having regard to the present state 
of the.~ • 
. The propos~d Directives l~ down technical requirements for the manufacture, 
chec~g and fitting of sea~ belts and other restraint systems and of head 
. . 
restraints. They are moreover·int~1ded to complete to the s~ries of direc-
tives relating to the internal appointments of motor vehicles. The proposal 
for a Directive on seat belts and restraint systems are based more particu-
.;. 
l) COMi74)1121 of 22 July 1974 
larly on the proposal for .a Directive on seat-belt anchorages which lays down 
essential requirements fo~· .. :.'tft~ ~tt~ctive ihftliallation of such devices in oars. 
The technical requirements in these proposals for Directives ~ere formulated 
in close collaboration with the M'ember· states' experts, representatives ··of the 
trade associations ooncemed and of conS'Umers' ·orgamza.tiions, from a.ll of whom 
they have recei'ited a ·wtd.e."mee.aure of 'agreement·. 
· .. 
'. 
n.gOMMJ!iNT§ ON 'l1iE flPPOS@ !)lR pbgzl'm§ 
.·, 
.' ; 
;;,· .,., I : 
Despite the sustained efforts by :atrope•s carmakers to. ine~ase. the 
·· a.oti ve safety lewl of ·their vehicles .:.. whioh ·have Undoubtedly 'attained 
and. 'WU'iValled .level in that respect ·-·road tra.ffio' st·ati'stids ·have 
.· b~come iric:teasingly'disqUieting in recent· years. Tod83 .. it: ii~"·"meiii.sures 
cgncerned. with passive safety, ·pa.rticul:.arly those' deS:I:gned to restrain 
car occupants, which pr<rrlde the most' effective' means of redilo'i.ng the 
ti.Urtlbers ki lad and injured. • '; . I: • r: 
.. ,- ,_ft .~T~e. ~oat important of .such ~straint d.~rtoe~, 'and ~~~ ~Moh.is·:,lin 
'·atrl-fici~tiy wide use to enable ita effects ~~ 'th.e st.atisti~a '.tci be 
- 't··,·; .. ~ ~·' '·. t! ·~ . • • ' . : ·• ' . .. ' ·i .. •' ~ .. . t ~·,1~~: .. ~:.-.:r·· ' 
assessed, is the safety belii. All publications on the subject ·~e 
~~ \ . _", I ' ~ 
tha.t sui table and properly-worn aa.fety belts can reduce the risk of 
• • :. • ' ., '
1
: • phySioBl injuries in the' event of -an accident by lat' least ·one· h~f. 
' ., ·' · · Thus, 'g1 ven 1~ use by mot'o:cl sts, aboUt· l3- 000 · deaths cOuld 'be· 
' ·.~ '' 't 
... Eivei-ted annuSlly in the Communi'ty. ' 
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Moreovel-1 Australian statistics - which are still provisional and there-
. fore to be treated With g:t-eat caution - confirm that such expectations 
are well founded; and Australia is the only country so far with tr.ree 
years' experience of compulsocy wearing of sell:t belts (and even, in the 
state of Victoria, fOUl' ~ars). 
A study which the Commission recently had made under contract1 ) showed, 
however, that the various ty,fles of belt are not equal in respect of the 
degree ef protection and user comfort proVided. Only three-point (1tlap 
and diRgOnal") belts afford the greatest degr~e of protection in a.ll 
accident conditions. Di~t70nal belts are lea.St good and lap belts pl"'vide 
an acceptable degree of protection only for the occupants of the rear 
seats of a vehicle. Wearer comfort is a key problem with safety belts, 
indeed, the cause of·their only drawback: too often seatz belts if 
fitted are wrongly worn - generally with too much slack - or not used 
~t all. :The solution lies in the fitting of retractors, i.e., means of 
rewinding the straps, 
. !.~is propo~al for· a Directive takes account of these st~.tements. It is 
b~ed··~~ the .finding that the aim must be ·to achieve the highest 
·possible rate of seat-belt use, irr~spective of the matter o.f: compulsory 
wearing. df seat belte, one that C8ll!lOt· be settled within_ the scope of 
Community typ~ appi:ov.'sl~-l{o~over, the same philosophy wformed the 
preparatiOn of the proposal tor a.Directive on seat-belt anchorages, 
with particular regard to the zones where these anchorages are installed. 
1.2. C_ompu;I.so,ry installat~on reSJlirementJ!_ 
The proposed Directive provides that all seats in cars shall be fitted 
with safety belts or other restraint systems whose functioning, e.g. 1 
buckle opening, will be standardized as far as possible. 
.;. 
l) G.M .. MACKAY "A review of car restraint systems ""' report to the Commission 
of the European Communities, M~ 1973" 
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l1'r£I!t, .1eat,s shall .'b!il -f}:t-ied· with. ~~ea-point 'b~tt~ ~r ~pther ~straint 
systems embodYing. lJ110h. beJ.,ts~. The -~evioes fitted. to the ~ (ront seats 
. ' . . .'' . 
shall also be 'proyid:ed .w:i.~h retra.otox:s apd shall. be· suo4 tha.~ the belt 
' .. ·' . '•' ' 
ean be. put- on and: the. 'b\lQ~e looked and unlocked with one hand. These 
• ·~ ' • ~ ' \1' ' ' • ' • 
requirements, which are ohara.otqristic; ot:'-'~hos~ s~tei!U!I having, according 
... . . . . 
to the literature, the highest ra.te of use, are of p~ioular importance 
for .the~~ ~eats ~hio~· the statistics sh~ as having the hignest current 
ooo~panoy factor, The fact that retractors a.utomatioSll.y adjust belts . 
. . . . . I 
to their wearers eliminates :the danger of tQ.eir being worn ioo slack, 
:-which normally ~eimlts in the risk of the oooup~.n:t ·- espeoia.ily the 
. dri~er ~ despite we~ilg his or her 'belt, oo.lliding ~t~ rtg:i.d parts 
of the vehiple in_the event of an accident. The fitting or'retraotors 
' •' .._.> i 
'at theee seats also provides a. ~~ltttion ~0 the problem. of . a.ce~ssi bill ty 
•. f' 
to ~he controls, one which will also oome under consideration as pa:rt 
' . . . . . ' . . . , ~ ! ·. . ... 
of COlJl!IlUrl.ity type_ apprO\Tal, and will be yery difficult to solve 'wi'th 
t -, • • •• (. • •• ' • 
statio belts. ·' ' .. · 
.·' 
. The. m.atter of J"e.tra.otor relia.bili ty - which is sometimes questioned ... 
\- . ' .. !' ~ :" ,.~" . • ·, . . ., ..• -~ ~/: •.. ·. ···,~ ..... "": •. · :;f r·_:~~ . 
• .i.ll settl-ed by the very stringent requirements in the proposBJ.·. 
; *.\\' V t .. I ' • '• t7 ';f.J f{:.J'If'~, \: 
: 1.r:~:··. ~ o~er to ensure that all fropt-se~~ occupants ,;n o~;~. given 
0 ! " .. ., I ' 
... ·. ·· '·-: ,: .. ·:Ovt:~ -and eqtli$a.ble protection, ;Provis,io~ is ma<l~ ~or; t~ .oompulsocy 
•• ··
1 i. :~ ·.fritt.t.llg -of three.point belts. on oeptu h:gnj seatJh. ~though _this 
· ····: ::-. ·.-post tioh does not figure significantly in aooiden:t statistics ... in &.:rope 
fewer than l fo of those killed or tnjureQ. had,. o~~p~pft:_,_th~ee ... seats and. 
only a very small number ·of the oars produced have theLl. In this case 
I ! ~. . . , 
' .. 
; :. •.' 
retractors will be optional·.· ·• · · ; · ·. •· • · 
. .TJl.e . re,a.r sejts of oars shall be . fi tt_ed with la.p ·belts .. ~t l~Mt. Three-
, point belts and retraot~rs will _be optional itt'c~ with .~P·~~pri~:~.te 
. . ' }- ' :. ,' . ,. '; " ~ . ' ' . 
anchorages. Thi• requirement is considered essentl;.a.l although present 
statistics reveal tha.t the cost/benefit ratio of such a step is not high 
owing to the low oooupa.noy rate of these seats. Those statistics, howE:Wer, · 
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take no account of the· fact that restraining d~vices on the rear seats 
.are not of benefit solely to_ their occupants but also to tbose of the 
front seats. Recent e.ccident studies show that under certain conditions 
' 
unrestrained rear-seat oqcupants may cause ser~ous - even fatal -
injuries to those in the front seats who had belted up. 
Moreover, it is c~rtainly not mistaken, in view of the current develop-
ment in the economic situation in Europe, to forecast increasing 
,! 
occupancy rates for the rear seats of cars. 
1.3. Res~r5&nt s~tems 
All car manufacturers of any size are currently developing restraint 
systems more advanced than seat belts. They generally have as a common 
feature: the_ principle of protecting car occupants without their having 
to take.anY. action, e.g., putting on and buckling a'belt. Owing to the 
ireat variety of these systems (passive syster:m, as thei are termed), 
which at present exist only in prototype form, it i~ very difficult 
at the pre:aent time to formulate manufacturing and test requirements 
which are both specific enough to ensure that the users are given·· 
greater safety than with seat belts and broad· enough not to hamper the 
future development of these 'systems. 
Sys~ems· are e~rcady on the market, however, c~nsistingtor example. of 
., ' ). .. . •. 
seats with attached safety belts which are offered as' optional equip-
ment 'for· the front seats of certain oars. Like the proposal for a 
Directive on anchorages, thcrefort~, this proposal des'cribes test li'e-
quir~me~ts 'for su~h ·systems. These proVisions can: then be extended -
in ·step wfth technical progress in the field - to cover mo:re advanced 
·syStems as soon' as they have attained production stattllh '· 
···'· 
.j. 
.. 6 -
1.4. Te8t reg~iremen!! 
Safety belts and restraint systems as defined in this proposal for a 
Direc'tive ·must unclergo. a dynamic test ,.du-ri·ng whi'ch thet must:_~ithstand 
'the. forces due' to a dummy. we·igh·ing abou~ 1.?5 kg;;'eubjec.ted· to an 
acceleration of'up to~ s• Before this, test belts-~nd rest;aint 
. . 
- ' 
systems - including th~ir meQhanical c~ponents - will be c~nditioned 
by e~e>sure to the most severe,. condi t:ions. -·that they 'are likely to 
· experie~ce · in service~- e. g •. , -ext~emes of temperature i!l~J.d hutn~di ty, 
dust-lad.en and corrosive atmosph-eres, etc .... 
1 • .5. Conclusions 
• •' #! .- .... .,-. J<· 
Altogether, its requirements put the proposed Directive well. ahead 
of ·national provisions on the subject. Up to now none o{ t~e Member 
. St~tes_.has rettuirements in force making it_compulsory, for example, 
-t~. ·t:i.t safety belts o'r other forms of. restraint ~-y~te_m -a~ -ail,~ seats 
and. ~etra.ct~_rs at s.ide· front seats~ Give·n· th~· t~chni~~l tnfo~ation 
; .. : '' ,, . . : - ' . : ·. . ' ' ; ; . . . - ·. · .... ~ ~ 
~~~.a~ailab~e, :the proposed.requirements ensure optimum pfO~ection 
'' ' I • ' • \ 'I 
f9t- .the· ueex-s of the types of equipment defined. in the Dir.ective. 
' ' . . ' ' . . '·· J.. ~ . 
The· !Commission ~hereto re hopes ·that' their . ~l!lplementa:t~.on :w1~:L- result 
. . , 
,. tdm&S"l i,mm~diately in a major reduotiop ~n· the number-~~ ,!1Joto:rists 
' , I ~~ ·~; 
killed or injut-ed in road traffic ~ccidents. .. . . . <· 
. . 
~rt~ermore, i,t. should be noted tha:t the propOsf:td measures. are l&kely 
• ' ~. • t • • :t~ have: a. favoura'Qie effect on research, at C~nm~ni ty: ~~ve,l ~--.designed 
to pfOdt?-·~~ ration~l ,.sQ;t~tions to other -p~o~iem~ co~pe~ted·:~i.~h passive 
• , ' ! ~ ' ' ~ • ' ' ' I • l •' ' 
sat.ett, i·n· mot~r vehicles,· e.g.'. control layouts and safetr_.w:Lndscreen$. 
' • • • • >' • ' • ' ' I 
In the latte~ ~ase, in P~:t:ticular, the provisions in t~e·. a:t-t;ached 
_DiJtedtive . s~ould make .it eve~ &asier tor a ,decision. to ~e· .,reached in 
' • ' • I ' ' ~ ! 
favour of .~the proposal (1) sent to the CouJUJ'il by the Commission in 
·~ • • • 7. 
1972 1 the aim of which is to make the fitting of laminated glass the 
general practice. 
. .. / ... 
(l) COM(72)98l final of 1.5 September 1972 
.. ' 
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2. ~~,..re~12£~ ~d oth,elj!.ise 
2 .1. Gc::1cr .::1 
= 
T~is proposal for a Directive l~ down requirements.for the manufacture 
and strength-testing of the said i tom. Taking into account the inft9:rma.tion 
which is available the Commission does not consider it possible, at this 
time, to _introduce prescriptions concerning the compulsory fitting of head 
restraints in all vehicles. 
In point of fact the results of the studies published so far do not warrant 
:the conclusion that head restraints are certain to prevent the characteristic 
toms of injury that public opinion attributes to the lack $f them, particu-
larly in the. event .af accidents causing an impact from the rear. These studies 
generally assign a· cost/benefit ratio. to head restraints which is not 
sufficiently high. 
On these grounds., the Coqunissi<:m plans to take action to improve the;. available 
knowledge - which has already enabled it to establish the present proposal -
. .. 
both in the analysis of the consequence .o£ accidents for occupants of vehicles 
with and without head restrai~ts and_ in the tests to be specified for the 
control of the efficiency. of head restraints • It will ta.J::~i' these new factors 
into accow1t at a suitable date fo~ the adaptation of the present directive. 
t·iith regard to vehicle ~eats, .the Comi;lission will propose, if neoessaryt that 
they are equipped with deVices enabling the fim attachment of head restraints 
' ' -,: I 
\'thich are specially design~d for :the. tJPO of seat in question. This could be 
carried out either by the adaptation to ~he technical progress of the Council 
directive 74/408/EEC on the strength of seats and their anchorag~s, or in the 
tramwork of later directives dealing with the whole system seat-occupant 
restraint • 
Hitherto none of the Member states has brought provisions into force making 
it compulsory to fit head restraints in motor vehic~es, nor even informed 
the Commission of its intention of doing so. On t~e oth~r hand, several Mecbor 
States have brought in different provisions on the testing of head restraints. 
Not only are these provisi~ns li~ble to create obstacles to trade, but they 
have also failed. to prevent the marketing bY accessory manufacturers of head 
restraints which are ineffective ~1d even dangerous. 
On these grounds it is essential that harmonized and stringent requ.irements 
for the checking of head restraints be brought into force as soon as possible • 
... ; ... 
.. ' 
.,. • ~ '!" 
.. , 
... 
Head restraints integral with seats or attached to thoo. shall unt:.cr~-
• ' 'I 
e •. f.-~~·tatic. test during which they must withstand' a, force· corresponding 
to the weight of the lnunan head' sub·jeoted to an a.ooelcration' of the 
order·of 20 g •. 
. ' 
The adv~tages of this test are its 'Sintplioity and reprodu.otibility 
and. - above all - in the fast that it ntakes ·absolutely certain that 
head restraint~ which are not sutfioier.Ltly well attached to the seat 
back will be eliminated. In .. this c.ase. e~ d;ynamic test will be meaninS'-
f'u.f only Whel'l. anthroPQ!llOrphic d'WD!IlieS .'become available Which are· l'e• 
pres~ntat·i~ . of the behaviour of the oe:rvical verteb:rae. in' the e17~t 
of an impa.ot. 1hi.s problem, too, will 'be subject of· the a.bovG. men-
tioneQ. studies. 
' .. 
~ic;e l ·ts 6 institute EEC type a.pp~a.l proeedure tor saf$ty bolts ~d 
.re~t;t-~nt s;yste~1 and head restraints· f'or the ·adult oooupants of tnotor 
• ; ! 
_vehicle·s• Through this procedure, the Directives are designed to pe~t 
the free movement of the items in qu.estion ·Within the Collll'llUlli ty by for-
biddihg the Member States' to object to their marketing wh~ they CO!!'lply 
with the requ.irements in reapoot of manUfacture and testing set out i~ the 
·.Ann~es and when they beat' the EEC t;ype-.a,p'p,ro~al ma.rk, the model of whioh 
is shown il_l .Annexes In and V respectivelY• The procedure provides t'or a 
· s;rstem of reciprocal notification of arlY' issue, refUsal,, wi thd.ra.wa.l ·or 
•.' 
Directives mazy- be' operated in those states. 
... ; ... 
, .. : 
' ' 
,J_pt,~ 
J '' "''' •• ~:: 
I•~ 
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,, 
.. 
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Article 10 of the Directive on seat belts (and !!:,ll.£!e 9 of the Di.r&ctive- --
on head restraints) defines the scope of these Directives. By analogy 
with the Directive on anchorages their scope is confined to vehicles 
of category M1 having a maximum design speed exceeding 25 km/h~ i.e., 
private cars and vehicles de:r-ived from them. 
Article 11 of the Directive on seat belts (and Article 10 of the 
Directive on head restraints) provides for the procedure for adjusting 
the requirements of the Annexes to technical progress, which procedure 
is laid down in Article 13 of the Council Directive of 6 February 1970 
on the type approval of motor vehicles and their trailers. 
Article 12 of the Directive on seat belts (and Article 11 of the 
Directive on head restraints) provides for two time limits; before 
the first 1 namely, l April 1976, the Member States shall adopt and 
publish the provisions needed in order to comply with the Directives. 
They may do this at any time before that date. The second time limit 
- 1 July 1976 - is the date from which all the :Hember States must 
apply the common rules (Paragraph 1). 
Also, the Commission must be informed within a reasonable time of any 
draft provisions formulated by the Member States and relating to the 
field covered by the Directive; the purpose of this is to enable the 
Commission to make its comments, if any, on the said draft provisions 
(Paragraph 2). 
IV. CONSULTATION OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL 
__.,.... s.-
COMMITTEE 
The opinion of both these bodies must be obtained, pursuant to Article 
100, second paragraph, of the EEC Treaty. 
•I 
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PROPOSAL FDR A COUNCIL DIRECTIVE 
on the ~proJ:imation of the laws of the Hember States 
relating to 
safety belts and restraint systems of motor vehi~les 
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THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COM!tiUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty. establishing the.European Economic Community 
and in particular Article lOO thereof; 
. :' . 
Havin~ ~eg~rd .t? the p~oposal from the Commiss~on; 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament; 
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee;' 
Whereas the technical requirements which motor v~hicle.,s must satisfy 
pursuant to national laws relate, inter li~, to seat belts and restraint 
eys'tems; 
Whereas these requirements. differ -fro~ one Member State to ano_ther-1 
and whereas there is a consequent need for the_ same. requirements_· to be 
adopted by all th~ Member ~tate~, either in addition to·or·-inst.e~d of 
. ·, 'tnei~ present regulations, i~ ,partrieular .wi_th a view to permitting·,_ the 
·operati9n, in respect-of each type of vehie~e, of. tbe EEC type-approval 
procedure instituted by Directive :70/156/EEC of· the Council,. of· 6 ·February 
1970 on the approximation of the laws of the Member States relating 
to the type approval of. mot6r vehicles' and' their traiiers (l); .. 
Whe1~eas :·th:e common. requirements :f.or the .. inter).o~ o:(': the pas£$enger ... 
compartment, the layout Gf tlle controls, .'the roof an4, ·backrest .and _;, 
rear part of the seats were determined by Directive 74/60/EEC of the 
Cduneil of-'17 December 1973 (2); ·and.· wlierea··those for :the internal' 
• ' • ··l ' • • - t. '', • • ' ,, . . . . . ,, ... 
fittings 'relating to 'the protection of '·the dri'ler from the steering 
· me'ehanism in the eYent of a:n impact were determined by Dir~ctive '?4/29? /EEC 
· ·ot the- Council of 4 June 1974 (.:]) ;· and whereas those relating to· the 
strength of the seats and their 'anchorages were dete:rmined by Di·rect1ve 
.. ~/-~~ 
(1) o •. J .... no L 42 of 23 February 1970, P• 1 
.. -
• • _ ... 11 ~ 
(2) o.J. no L 38 of 11 February 1974 ' ; ..... 
(3) o.J. no L 165 of 20 June 1974 
.. '· 
.. , ... 
.- 2-
.. 
74/408/EEO of the Council o~ 2~h1ul.r 1974 (1}.,; '~''-' : ~ere~s t~ose . 
relati~g to anchorages for safety belts were determined b' Dire~tive 
/EEC· of tho Council ot · ·' ·· 19 (2') 1 whereas ·the othe.r · 
requirements relating to internal fittings, :fn·part'icular. those relating 
to head restraint~ a~d the identification of the con~rol~i will be 
.. 
determined subsequently; 
Wbereas rules governing seat belts and restraint system shall comprise 
~t only requirements relating to their design. but also to their 
fitting in vehicles; 
·. . 
Whereas a harmonize.d tne-approva:l .procedure· tor seat belts.and ~~straint 
.. j • • 
systems will enable each Member State to establish compliance with the 
common requirements tor manufacture and testing and to inform the other. 
.. • • ~ .. ~ • ~ o- ~ • ' : 
Member States acoordinglJ by sending a copy·or the type-approval document 
. : dre:wn up in respect of 'each 'equipment: ot this kind; 'where'as. the placing 
~ of ·a.n EEC type-app~oval m'ark ·on ·all ·equipments manufactured in ''conformity 
.. with th.e apprci~ed ·typ~ ob~ia'te the need' 'rdr: technical checking 'in this 
respect ih the othe'r Member States; . 
. ' ' . / ' ": 
Wher.eas. the- ohief· .. aim ot the: harmonized requ:t.J"eme:q.t&. is to promote 
road aaf~.ty· an,d: whrere:a,__ to. this e-nd, as regards the •:V~hicll\9 to ~ef~rred 
to by this Directive, there is reason to make it compulsory to fit 
o ' f o • ~ 0 I ~· ' o > o ' ' ' 
them with·satety betts or·restraint systems; : ,. . ~ .. . 
,, 
... ,:, .. 
·Wh .. er.eas.- th~f .app~o.xima..tic.n· o~. nati,on.al· laws rel~ting to: motor vehicles 
emb-races .mutual". l"ecoghition. -'of· the M.:ember· S~atee of checks carri~d .. out 
~7,. :each ot them ·on· :the' basi·s of tlte 'COmmon requirements;· wherea.-.. su~h 
... -. lil' $ys.t·em if. it is toe operate properly presuppo.s~ta· that· th-ese r~qu:ir.ements 
.be: applie'dr by ·.all· the ·Member State,J. t,rom ·the ·sa:me date;. :. 
HAS ADOPTED THIS DIRECTIVE ; 
, ........... . 
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Article 1 
1. Each Member State shall approva any type o£ safety belt and restraint 
system which satis£aes the construction and testing requirements laid 
down in point 2 of Annex I, and in the Annexes IV to XII. 
2. The ~!ember State 1-rhich has granted the EEC component type approval shall 
take the meaS".1res required in order to verity, in so far as is necessa.-
·ry and if need be in co-operation with the competent authorities in 
the other Member States that production models conform' to the approved 
type• Such verification shall be effected ~ mean at spot checks. 
Article 2 
Member States shall issue to the manufacturer, or to his authorized re-
present·ative, an EEC component type..,approval mark which shall conform to the 
model shown 'in Annex III £or each type of safety belt and restraint system 
which they approve pursuant to Article 1. 
Member States shall take appropriate measures to prevent the use of 
marks liable to create confUsion between safety Qelts and restraint systems 
which have-been type-approved pursuant to Article 1 and other devices • 
• 
Article 3 
1. No Member State mBJ" prohibit the placing on the market of safety belts 
and restraint systems on grounds relating to their construction or me-
·. '., 
thod of :functioning if they. bear the EEC component type-approval mark • 
• j. 
'· 
\ 
\ •· •' 
·' 
':-,Jf 
',';# 
- 2- . h 
2. Nevertheless, a. Member sta.te mav prohibit the placing on the market of 
safety belt and restraint 15Ystems bearing the EEC component type-approval ,. 
mark whioh, by their d.esigt~., do not conform to the approved pro~ot~e. 
That State shall inform ·the,. other Member statetf arid the Commission 
furthw:Lth of 'the measures taken, specityang the re'asons for its deci-
sion.· · · 
Article ~ 
The cpmpetent ap.thorities of ea.ch .. Member State shall within "ne month send 
I ~ ' ' • 
to. th~ compet_ent a.1,1thorities of the .other 1-!ember S~a.t&s a. qopy of' the com-
,, 
' tl' J 
.... 
·' 
' ' ',•, ·~ 
pon~nt. type-a.pp_roval certificates completed for each type pf safety belt a.nd . , . ~; 
.. ·' 
. . ' 
restraint system which they approve or refuse to approve. 
· A;rticle 5 
1. If the Member Sta.te which ha.s grante~. EEC component. ·type-approval· finds 
,th~t a. number of sa.:f'ety. ~lts a.ne. rel$treJ.,ni; systems bearing the same 
EEC component type-approv~ mark do not. co2;'l,fonn to the. type which it 
has approved, it oha.ll take the necessary measures to enS!lre tha.t pro-
duction .m~dE:Ils conform to the a.ppr'ova.l typee· '-''The compot'ent 'a.uthori ties 
. . 
of tha.t State shall advise :those of the other Meinbe:r States of' the mea.-
. -sures· taken; which "matr,' where necessary, extend to' withd.liawal ~r' ·:Ero 
component type-approval. The said authorities shall take the same mea.su• 
res if they are informed.b,1 the competent authorities of another Member 
' " .~ ...... 
States of such failure t? conform •... 
• • ": • , ,· ., •• f 
·· · 2.· The :coritP·et.ent. a.tithorities of Member States sh~l .. inform ea.eh. other 
:within .. one month. ~:t a.n.y withdra~al of EE.'C, component type-approval, and 
of the reasons for such measure. 
.;. 
•, \'' 
. /? 
• i 
(, 
' •J 
\I i,';~ 
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Article 6 
All decisions taken pursuant to the provisions adopted in implementation of 
..... · ' 
this Directive which refU.se or withdraw component type-approval for safety 
·belts and restraint system or prohibit their use shall set out in detail the 
reasons 6n v.rhich they are br.sed. A decision shall be notified to the party 
concerned, who shall at the snme time be informed of the remedies available ,; 
to him under the law in force in the :r.Iember States and of the time limits 
allowed for the exercise of such remedies. 
Article 7 
Every vehicle conforming to article 10 shall be equipped with safety belts 
or restraint s,ystems complying with the prescriptions of Annex I, in parti-
cular of point 3.1 and Annexes IV and XIII. 
Article 8 
No Hember States may refuse to grant EEC type approval or national type appro-
val of a vehicle on grounds· relating to the safety belts or restraint systems 
with which it is equipped, if these bear the EEC component type approval mark 
and are fitted in accordance ldth the requirements laid down in point 3 of 
Annex I. 
Article 9 
No r.1ember States may refuse or prohibit the sale, registration, entry into 
servioli arusc ora vehicle on the grounds relating to the safety belts or re-
straint systems with which it is equipped if these bear the ~1GC component 
type approvn.l mark and are fitted in accordance with the requirements laid 
down in point 3 of Annex I. 
.Article 10 
Fbr the purpose of this Directive "vehicle" means any motor vehicle of cate-
gory ~.n (as defined in Annex I of the Directive 70/156/EEC of the Council) 
intended for use on the road., having at least four wheels and a. maximum de-
sign speed exceeding 25 Km/h. 
Article 11 
The amendrr.ents necessary for adjusting the provisions of this Directive, so 
as to take account of the technical progress shall be adopted in accordance 
with the procedure laid down in Article 13 of the Council Directive 70/156/EEC 
of 6 February 1970 on the approximation of the laws of Member States relating 
to the type-approval of motor vehicl<ls and their trailers. 
.; . 
... ~. ; J ( : .-~ ~ 
.1. 
.... 
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'\ ~ ,. . . . 
... 
,.. . 
' .. 
. ,•,_ ., ' . 
'-• ... 
Tl;le }.{~mber States shal_l .adopt:·. and' publish :the provisions· .needed in or-
d~r t_o. .~,omply with this _Di~ct~ye,.b&fore l April 1976 and ·shall fo::.·th-
witb. iJlf~ the Commission the~of'. They.:Shall apply these ·provisions 
.. ' . 
f)-om .l. ~uly ~?76• ·. . ' 
2. As soon as this Directive has been notified, the Member States shall 
take c~e to inform tha .. Commission, in sufficient time to enable it to 
submit its comments, Q-f any dra.tt la.ws,. ~gula.tions or administrative 
provisions whioh they intend to a.dopt :in .the field covered 'by the Di-
rective. 
·Article 13 
':.' 
. Tl\is Directive i.s- addressed to. the 1.fernber States. 
, .. -.... · :.. .. •' •, ' 
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LIST OF ANliJ'EXES 
I. Scope, definitions, EEC type approval ond installation. 
II. Communication concerning the a.pprovlll. or refusal or withdrawal of 
approval of a. type ot safety bel. 
III, EEC type-approval mark. 
IV • An exanple of apparatus to test durability of retractor mechanism. 
VI. An example of apparatus for dust resistance test. 
VII. Description of trolley, seat and anchorages. 
VIII. Description of manikin. 
IX. Description of curve of trolley's deceleration as a f'unetion of time • 
X. Instructions. 
XI. Dual buckle test. 
XII. Abrasion and microslip tests. 
XIII. Corrosion test. 
XIV. Chronological order of tests. 
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SCOI'm, DEFINITIONS, EEC-APPROVAL AND INSTALLATION 
... _... ___ -{ ______ ~---.... -~--- ·-- --~- ............ ~..-- .----~-_.._ ------------· 
The present directive requirem~mts applies to safety belts · 
and restraint systems which are designed for installation in 
vehicles def~ied in article 10 and are intended. for separate 
use, i.e. as individual equipment~ by adults occupying se~t~ 
facing fonvard. 
P~IA!JTIQJf~ 
For the purpose of this Directive : 
1.1. "saJety b_ru.t (~eat belt, bel"fi)" means an arrangement of s~raps 
with a Beouring buckle 1 adjusting devices and attachments which 
is capable of bei~ anct:.ored to a power-driven vehicle and is 
designed to diuinish the risk oi injury to its wearer, in the 
event of collision or of abl"'npt doccleration of the vehicle, by 
limiting t:re mobility of the wearer's body. Such an arrangemeut 
is generally referred to as a. n"'l::ol t assembly" 1 which term also 
e~braces any device ~or absorbing energy or for retracting the 
belt; 
"iaR- J:>Mt" moans a belt wh;i.ch passes across the front of the 
Trrearer's pelvic region; 
"diagonal belt' means a bolt lihich passes diagonally across the 
front of tr.e chest from the hip to the oppo~ite shoulder; 
"tt2:_ee-po~,Et belt" means any belt assembly anchored at three' 
points and comprising a·combination of a lap belt and a diagonal 
"l.'!st~ss belt" means a belt asse!!lbly comprising a lap belt and 
shoulder straps; 
' . \ 
1.8. 
- 2-' 
Annex I 
"pelt trn" means ~lts di·ffering substantially from one 
another;;the differences may relate in particular toa 
' ., 
" ' '• 
riSid parts (buckle, attachments,· retractor, etc.), 
the material, weave, dimensions, and colour of the straps, or 
the ·geocetry· of the belt assembly; 
"!'t-rap" ~a.ns a. flexible component designed to hold the boey 
a.nd to -t:r.a,nsmit stresses to the belt a.nch:oragos; 
"Jbuokle" means a quiok-rclee.se device enabling the wearer to be 
held by the belt. The buckle may incorporate the adj~eting deviceJ 
' ' 
''belt a.djustioo devi..Q!" means a device enabling the belt to be 
adjusted according to the . requirements of tha individual wearer 
a,nd to the position of the seat. The adjusting device may be part 
, of the buckle or be a. retractor; 
"!l.t.~!!Ohffients" means parts of th~ belt. assembly, including the 
necessary securing compor..ent·s, whioh enable it to be attached to 
. . 
the belt a.nchora.ps.f 
_·,·~11ersr absorber" means a. devioe designed to disperse enargy 
indepentently of or jointly with the strap and forming part of 
-a. belt assembly; 
. ·'. 
I 
••nrtraotor" means a. device to a.coomoda.te part or tha whole 
of the st~p of a. safety belt; 
"non-lockipg retract'?£" means a. retractor from which tha strap 
is ertra.oted to its full length by .a. small erterna.l force and 
which provides no adjustment for assembly length., 
.. 
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Annex I 
"~ua.l~11.!!.J. ... ocl::illit, retractor" mea.ns a retractor requiring the 
manual. operation of a device by the user :to unlock the retractor 
in order to obtain the desired strap e~raction and which locks 
autom~tically when the said operation ceases, 
"automatic~!z.. locking re~.12!" means a retractor allowing 
extraction of the strap to the desired length and which, when 
the buckle is fastened, automatically adjusts the strap to the 
wearer. Fu.rther extroction of the strap is prevent/3d without 
voluntary intervention by the wearer; 
11
,9_toorgenc;y:)o..£!s.ing rotract.2!" Deans a retractor which during nor-
~1 driving conditions does not restrict the freedom of move-
ment by the wearer of the safety belt. Such a device has lenght 
adjusting cohlponents which automatically adjust the strap to 
the wearer and a locking oechanism actuated in an emergency by : 
1.8.4.1. deceleration of the vehicle or extraction of the strap relative 
to the retractor or other automatic means (single sensitivity}•' or 
.1 .. ,81•4•2.. a. corabina.tion of ~Y of these factors (multiple sensitivity); 
1.9. "pelt anE.h.<?~s" means the parts of the vehicle structure or 
seat structure or any other part of the vehicle to which th~ 
safety belt assemblies are to be secured; 
1.1o. ' "~icle~e as r:.e2.;:~~~~ety...E_e1tv~ .;:estra:.int systems" 
maans a category of powerdriven vehicles which do not diff~r 
in such essential respects as the dimensions, lines and 
materials of components of the vehicle structure or soat struc-
ture or any other part of the vehicle to which the safety belts 
and the restraint systems are attached; 
. ' 
-4~ 
• '"l' 
.. '\nnex I 
"~st:ra.in't_&st.e!" ("system") means a system combining a sea.ti 
a~;fixed to •'the. st~otU:re of the ~hidle . b·i appropriate oea.ns .. 
and a sa.fety'bClt for'~hioh at least one anchorage is looatod 
,• ~ 
on· the seat structure; 
' .. _ ... 
"~" mea.ns a. structure which ma.y or may not be integral ,ui th 
the vehicle structure oooplete with trim, intended to sea.t· o~ · 
adult person •. The term oowrs both on individual seat or part 
of a. bench seat intended to sea.t one person; : 
. : '.i 
"gzy:?p of ·seatstt means- ·either• a. benoh ... type seat. or seats which 
are separate but side by side (i.e. fixed so that front seat a. 
anchorages of one of the~e seats are in :line with the front .~ .. · . 
rea~ a.noho:ra.ges of the other o-r 'between the anchorages. of the 
. . 
othe~ seat) and.' ·ao~omoda.te one or more seated a.dul t porson; 
1.14. : · · "bench seat" ·means a. structure complete with triJn,. intended 
to seat more than one adult person; 
.~ ' . ' , •. 
,. t ...... 
1._15-~ · · : "adjustment sYf!.t.!..z:"· means. the' completa device by which .the 
. . .. : se~t or· its parts can be adjusted to a position su~ted to the 
' , ' .· morphology of the· seated occupant; this device. ~y·, . in part'iWl"ail', 
permit C?f: :, 
1.15.1~·: ·longitudinal displacement, 
1.15.2. 
lel5.3e 
I' 
vertical displacement, 
angular displacement; 
. . 
.. 
"~~ -~qhomge.'' maa.ns the S3'sten by whioh tho seat a.ssombly is 
scoured to the ·vehicle structure,. including the affected parts 
of the vehicle stru~tul~J 
"sea.t typeu means a. catego,ry of seats which do no~ differ in euoh 
essential respects as : 
the s~:-o, dimonsionP a.nd materials of. the seat structure, 
the types a.nd dimensions of the seat look adjustnent a.nd locking 
systems, 
the type and dimensions of tho belt anchorage on the seat, of 
I 
the seat anchorage and of the affected parts of tha vehicle struc-
ture; 
: < :'
', ll, 
I\: 
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"displacement sslstem" means a. device enabling the sea.t or one of 
its parts to b'e displaced a.ngularly or longitudinally, without a. 
fixed intermediate p0$ition, to facilitate access by passengers; 
1.19 "lookipg sy;stem'' means a. device ensuring tha.t the seat a.nd its 
parts a.re maintained in the position of use. 
2. EEC TYPE APPROVAL· 
2.1. APPLICATION FOR APPROVAL 
2.1.1,. The application for approval of a. type of safety belt shall be 
submitted by the holder of the trade ma.rk or by his representative. 
In the case of restraint systems, the application for approval of 
a. type of restraint system shall be submitted by the holder of the 
,trade ma.rk or by his representative or by the manufacturer of the 
vehicl'e in which it is to be installed or by his representative. 
2.1.2. It shall be accompanied by : 
2.1.2.1 a. technical description in triplicate of the belt type, specifying 
the straps and other materials used a.nd accompanied by drawings of 
these items and in the case of retractors, installation instructions 
for the sensing device; the drawings must show the ._position intended 
for the approval nu~ber a.nd the additional symbol(s) in relation 
to the rectangle of the approval mark. The description shall mention 
- - I . , ,' . . - , •· 
the colour of the model'submitted for approval, and specify the 
vehicle type(s) for which this belt type is intended. 
.; . 
Annex I 
In the case of a restraint system the description shall include : 
dra~i~ of th~ V~hic.le stru.ctUre a,nd· Of the Seat-' st~~~. 
J • • ., .r ' t ' • :. ~ • ' 
adJustment system, 8,Jld ·a.ttachinents ·on an appropriate· soa.le showing 
the site~ of the se~t a:nohorige~ ard ·belt ~cho~~es ·a,nd rein-
forcements in sufficient de~a.il; together with a specification of 
the ma.teri~s used which ma.v ~feot the st~:tigth _of 'th~··~ea.t 
anchorag~s and belt anchorages; and a technical description of 
the seat anchorages and the belt anchorages • 
five samples of the type of the belt w, · 
in the oa.se of safety belts with re-tra.otors, an ~di;tional bel:t 
. ) . . .. ,, 
assembly, a.nd :. ·. ,-.,. ·:"' . 
' ~ .:, : ., , • _, • : ' • • \ • ' ,. , • ' , t' , ~ : 1 ' L"" .,- .' ' "J '• -: 1 
2.1.2.4.~ . a. ten-metre length of each type of strap us.ed in the 'type of 
--~' .! ,• ' • ' .o •',' • ~·.; • I~' ~.',,,,•.'~j 
belt • 
., ·; ·.'<t4 T • • \'' : -,.. t-t., 
'~ \'• ·, \"; 4'1,,:1 I , • • , ' I 'l- ":, .,_ 
2 •. ~1 .. 3 ·~·· In the oa.se of restraint systemst two samples whl~h m~ ).ncluda 
•"" "'T \. ' • • , ~' ' ~ ' , • ,• • , ·.j '' ~ I , •,; I 
.. ~wo of the samples ot belts requi~d at ~er point 2.1.2.2. and 
.I •' .",: * • 1, • !. , , , ,: , , • ' ,• :·. ,1·,•. 
at the option of the manufacturer,.· a. vehiole representative of 
the vehicle type to be approved, or the part or parts o( th~ 
• ' • . ' .. '' ~ r' ' '" . !> ' • • ' .I 
vehicle considered essential by the technical service conducting 
.. · .~pprov.al ~e~ts fo~ testi.~ .the .rest;rain1; s1stem sh,a,l~ pe submitted 
'::..- ' -... : '• - .. -~ ' ' ' ' ' ... ·- . ~ "' .: : 
, ,, . . , :!i.o t~e. s.ervioe .. 
. . '•' .. ' 
.. ' ... 
-· ' MARKINGS 
4 ... \ 'I ' • • • : ~ 
~he sample~ ~f a belt type or ·type. of .restl,'aint .. systept ·submi. tted 
- • ' • I lt' • 
fo~ a.ppr!)val. in conformity with the provisions of_ point 2.1.2.2.· 
' ' ' '• •' '• I 1•r ' ;- • 1 
above shaJ.l be clearly a.nd indelibly marked with the ma.nutacturer's 
• ' • • • ·' •• • 1• ) 
name, ini tia.ls or trade name or mark. 
.; . 
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GENERAL SPECIJiiiCATIONS 
Each eample submitted in conformity with point 2.1.2.2. above 
shall meet the specifications set forth i~ points 2.3. to 2.7. 
'• . 
The belt or the restraint system shall be so designed and con-
. ' 
structed that, when correctly installed and properly used by 
an occupant, its satisfactor.y operation is assured and it 
reduces the risk of bodily injur.y in the event of an accident. 
RIGID PARTS 
General 
The ~i,gid. parts of the safety belt, such as buckles, adjusting 
devices, ~ttachments and the like shall not have. sharp edges 
liD.ble to oa.use wear or breakage of t~ straps by' oha.f'ing. 
'· .. All .parts of. a belt assembly liable to be affected by corrosion 
shall be ~uitahly protected against it- After undergoing the 
co:rro.sion test·presented in point 2.7.2. below, they shall not 
e:x:hibi t any deterioration likely to imp~r the. proper 
functioning.of the device nor any significant .corrosion visible 
to the unaided eye of a qualified observer. 
Rigid parts' intended to absorb energy or to be subjected to or 
to transmit a load shall not be fragile. 
,• 
All rigid i t'ems and plastic parts, except those which are not 
liable to become trapped under a seat or in a door of a motor 
vehicle, shall be subjected to the cold impact test specified 
in point 2.7.5.4. below. After test, if any visible cracks are 
, present in any plastic cover or retainer of rigid item the com-
plete plastic part shall then be removed and the remaining 
assembly shall then be assessed against its continued security. 
If the remaining assembly is still secure, or if no visible 
cracks are present, it will then be fUrther assessed, against 
the test requirements specified in points 2.4.2., 2.4.3. and 2.6. 
•.. 
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·' ' 
Buckle 
,.· ,·'.\?· . ~.(-.•.:.~\.:.' .·.'. 
. " The buckle shall be so designed. as., to preclude a.n:1 poosibili t;y ... 
of incorrect use. 'rus means. inter. al:ia, tha.t 'it must not be ". 
possible 'for the buckle. to be left ·in· .a partially-closed condi-
tion. The procedure for opening the buckle .. !fl'lst be clearly 
\ .. ,,.. I ' l 
evident. Whenever the buckle is likely be in contact 1d tb . . . 
. i ' : ' . 
the wearer the width of the contact 'surface of the buckle 
shall· not be le.ss than 46 mm. 
' ... ~· 
The buckle, even when not under tension, shall_ ~main closed 
whatever its position. It must not be postttble :.to release it 
with a force less than l d.a.N. 
.... ·.' 
:" ,,·. ,.,1.: 
, . The buckle ·shall be easy to usa and· to''g.rasp;·. it $hal~ be 
· .: · capable of· being released when uhder' tho tonsi()n l:specifi~d 
. ' 
l . 
... , 
·· · · · '.· ··· The· buckle shall" be Nlea.Sed by pressing .eith$r a button or_. · :· ... ; 
· · . · ·· a sirtd.lar deviee. 'l'ke surf Me to WMOh thi·s ·pressure must be 
.; .. >· .: :. .. .: . ~plied' shall have for devices wbich .. arc in the· depressed 
.. ·position·t · ' · · ,: ; ·· · 
;..; . ehclosed; an area ot not less than '4· 5-cril2 and a width of .. ,• . 
not less than l5mmf ;. · 
- non enclosed an area of not than 2.5om2 and a. width of not . 
. , . '.:' ' ' ' 
': . ..• 
loss than 10 ~ 
. ' 
The buckle release' area shall 'be coloured l'G~. No other part 
of the buokle shall be of this colour. 
' 
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2.4.2.3. The buckle shall be capable of withstanding repeated operation 
and shall before the dynamic test in point 2.7.7. undergo 500 
opening and closing cycles. The springs of closing buckles shall, 
in addition, be actuated 4,500 times in conditions of normal use. 
2.4.2.4. The buclde uhen tested in accordance with point 2. 7 .5.3. below 
shall operate normally. 
2.4.2.5. The force required to open the buckle in the test as prescribed 
in point 2.7.8. below shall not exceed 6 daN. 
2.4.2.6. The buckle shall be tested for strength as prescribed in point 
2.7.5.1. and 2.7.5.5. as appropriate. It must not bre~c, be 
seriously distorted or become detached under the tension set up 
by the prescribed load. 
2.4.2.7. In the case of buckles which incorporate a component common t6 
two assemblies, the strength and release tests of points 2.7•7• 
and 2.7.8. shall be compli~d with 1-rhen the part of the buckle per-
taining to one assembly is engaged in the mating part pertaining 
. to the o·ther, if it is possible for the buckle to be so assembled 
in usv. 
Belt oojusting devj_ce 
2.4.3.1. Two sam~les of each belt adj~sting device shall be tested in 
.. 
acoordru1ce to the requirements of 2.7.3.7. The strap slip sha11 not 
exceed 25 mm for each sample of adjusting device t~.nd the sum of 
shifts for all the adjusting devices shall not exceed 40 mm. 
2.4.3.2. ~1 of the ad~ustment devices shall be tested for strength as 
prescribed in point 2.7.5.1. They must not break or become deta-
ched under the tension set up by the prescribed load. 
.j. 
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2.4.3.3. When tested irl'a.oco~ahce With point 2.·7.5.6 •. :th~ ro'~ce~~~ired 
to operate any ·manual·; ae~16~ · slia.ll not exceed· 5 d~r. 
The ·attachments 'shall be tested tor strength a.s prescribe<i ·in· 
points 2.7.5.1. and 2.7.5.2. They IJDJ.st not b~eak or become 
detached ~der the tension set up by the prescribed load. 
, '( ' tJ.• ,, ' r 
Rnrswtori · · 
Retractors· shall tu.ltil the requirements specified .belo'~r~· 
,, .. 
,. 
2.4.5.1.1. The strap or a sa.tety belt assembly equipped with· a manually 
locking positions or the retractor. 
2.4·5·1;2. The strap or a sa.tety belt assembly shall ext~ct' trom a manually 
'·· :s unlocking ~etractor within 6 mm of its maxi~ length'when a. 
tension Of not less than 14 N and not more than 22 N is applied 
to the stra.::;> in the normal direction of the pull • 
.... ~ ....,_ ... ' ... ..... . .... 
2.4.5.1.3. The strap shall be withdrawn from the retractor, and allowed 
·to. retra.o·t: repeatedly by the method described i~ poi~1t ·2. 7 :6.1~ 
'' I 
. -· 
'until 5000 cycles have been·dompleted. The retractor shall then 
be subjected to the corrosion test giv~·ih point 2.7.2. followed 
· by the dlist tes't given in p6int 2·. 7. 6. 3. It sha.li ·then sat is-
faotori.ly complete a further 5000 cycles of withdrawal and 
'retraction~ at t'h.e end of which it ~~all stiil meet. the' require-
. ~ent~ of 'points 2.4.5~ 1.1. and· 2~·4.5.1.2." Af't~r the ·above tests 
tne retractor. shall' operate oorre'otly and still stow the strap 
efficiently. 
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Au~oma:icalll locking r~~ractors 
2.4.5.2.1. The strap of a safety belt assembly equippen Hith an automatically 
locking retractor shall not move more than.30 mm between locking 
posit ions of the retractor. After a reart-rard mov ·.ment of the v'eaer, 
the belt must either ren.ain at its initial position or return to 
that position automatically on subsequent fort-:ard movements of the 
'!lltearer. · 
2.4.5.2.2. If the retractor is part.o.f a lap belt, the retracting force 
of the strap shall be not less than 7 N l·rhen measured in the 
free length betv1een the manikin and the retractor in accordance 
vrith point 2~7.6.4. If the retractor is part of an upper torso 
restraint, the retraotin5 force of the strap shall be not less 
than 2 N and. not mom:than 7 N when similarly measured. If the 
strap pass~s through a guide or pulley• the retracting.force shall 
be measured in the free length between mankin and the guide or 
pulley. If the assembly incorporates a device that, upon manual or 
automatic 'operation, prevents the strap. from being completely 
retro.cted, such a device shall not be operated \~hen these 
requirements are assessed, 
2.4.5.2.3. The strep shall be withdra.tm from the retractor and allolved to 
retract repeatedly by the method described in point 2.7.6.1. 
u:1.til 5000 cycles have be-en completed. The retractor shall then . 
be subjected to the corrosion test given in point 2.7.2. followed 
by the,clust test given in point 2.7.6.3. It shall.then satisfactorily 
· complet·e a further 5000 cycles of Withdrawal and retraction at the 
end. of v1hich it shall still meet the requi:t-ements of points 
2.4•5.2.1. and 2.4.5.2.2. above. After'the above test the retractor 
shall still function correctly and stow the strap efficiently. 
2.4.5.3.1. An emergency locking. retractor shall satisfy the conditions given 
belov.- when tested in accordance l·:rith point 2. 7 .6.2: 
./. 
l. 
I ' 
. ·.·· 
' ', " . ' ~ 
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2,4.:.3.1.1. It s21.~11 have· locked "t-rhen 'the' ~ehioie o.eoelera.tion reaches 
.a value of 0.4Sg; . 
2.4.5.3•1.2. It sha.~l not lock a.t strap a.coa,lerat~.ons me~sured in the 
direction of the extraction of loss than o.Bg, 
2.4.5.3.1.3. It shall not lock when its actuating deVice is tilted to angles 
of 12° or less in any direction from the installation position 
specified by its. manufacture~; 
2.4.5.3.1.4. !t shall look when its actuating device ~s tilted to angles 
• I ' ' 
~f 27° more ·in any direction from the installation position 
SJeOified by its manufacturer. 
2.4.5.3,2. ~ emergency looking retractor with multiple sensitivity, one 
of whioh is strap sensitivity,· shall 1·1hen tes1;ed in accordance 
' 
with. point 2~ 7 .6.2., in addition ~o .meeting the above require-
ments,. lock when the strap a.qcelera.tion is greater than 1.2g1 
me~sured.in the. d~rection of the extraption. 
2.4.5.3.3. In each of the tests mentioned in points 2.4.5.3.1. and 
2.4.5.3.2. above., the amo:unt of strap movement l'thioh,ma(Y' occur 
before the retractor locks, shall not exceed 50mm starting a.t 
the length given in point 2~7.~.2.1 • 
2.4.5.3.4. If the retractor is part of a. l~p belt, the retracting force 
of the strap shall be not less than 7 N 't'i"hen measured in the 
free length between the manikin. ap.d the retrs.otcr in a.ooordanoe 
with point 2. 7 .6.4. If the retractor is part. of an upper torso 
.· · -sl\all. . 
restraint, the retra.eting. foroe of. the strapfbe not less than 
2 N and not more ·than 7 N .;,.~hen similarly measured. If the strap 
passes through a. guide or pulleyt the retre.oting foro~ '-hall be 
measured in the free. length. bet-t~een the mrmik~ and the guide 
or pulley. If the assembly ~tloorporates a. .devio.e ·tha.t .. UJ>On. 
in~ua:i ... or .~toma.tic .operation pre~n~s :the strap from being 
completelY retracted, such a device sha.ll not be operated when 
these requirements are assessed. 
.;. 
. " . 
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2.4.5.3 .. 5._ The strap shall be withdrawn from the retractor and allowed to 
-retract repeate.dly b1 the method des~ribed ~n point 2. 7 .6'.1. 
until 40,000 cycles. have- been completed. The retractor shall 
then be subjected to the corrosion test given in point 2.7.2. 
followed by the dust test prescribed in point 2.7.6.3. It shall 
then satisfactorily complete a further 5,000 cycles after which 
it shall still meet the requirements of points 2.4.5.3.1., 
2.4.5.3.2, 2.4.5.3.3. and 2.·4·5•3·4 above.· After the above tests 
the retractor shall still function correctly and stow the strap 
efficiently. 
STRAPS FOR BW,y_TS OR RESTRAINT SYSTEMS 
Rf I ~ I d b 
General 
The characteristics of the straps shall be such as to ensure 
that their pressure on the·wearer•s body is distributed as· even-
ly as pessi ble over their width and that they do not twist even 
under tension. They shall nave energy-absorbing and energy-dis-
persing capacities. 
The width of the strap under ·a load of 980 daN shall be not less 
than 46 mm.·This·dimension shali be measured during the breaking 
-strength test prescribed in point·2.7.4, and without stopping 
the· machine. 
In the case of the two strap samples conditioned in conformity 
With point 2.7.3.1. the breaking load of .the strap, determined 
as prescribed in poi~t 2.7.4. b~low, shall be not less than 
1,470 daN. The difference between the breaking loads of the 
two samples shall not exceed 10 per cent of the greater of the 
breaking loads measured. 
.;. 
.·. 
.:: ..... 
.. , ' 
.~· ' 
,· 
., ' 
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"' 
~rene]b g[ter spec}§l conditi~ 
. . 
In .the case. of the two strap ~amples condi tiQned in oonformi ty 
·- • J.,,. • ·-.. • ' ' 
with one 'of the provisiqne. of P9int 2.7.3. (except 2.7.3.1) be .. 
,._' ' ,; 'I • ' 
low, t:t?..e breaking load of the st~a.p .shall be +lOt less than 
' I, ' ' ' ' .~ . ; ' ' 
75. ~r oen~ ~f the a~er~e of the loads determined in the test 
reteJTed to in point 2.5.2. and not less than l,470· daN. The 
.. •. - ' ' ,l' ' 
competent authority ~.Qispense wi~h. one.qr .more of these tests 
' '• ' f •• • "''• ~ . ' -
if the composition of the material u~ed ~r~in£ormation alre~ 
available renders the test or tests superfluous • 
. ·, 
Reroaments fpr d,w:;mic testiPS 
The belt $.Ssembly or restraint 99tem shall be t;~ubjected to a. 
' {',.. • ~ ' ' ' . ~ ' I ' • ' 
dlnamio test in conformity with point ~.7.7 •. below •. 
. ·~ . . ' 
The eynamio test shall be performed o~ two ~elt .. assemblies which 
have not previously been under load, except in the case or belt 
as~emblies forming part of restraint _systems when the .. dynamic 
•' .. ' .. 
tef:!t shall be performed on the restraint BY.,Stems intended for 
! : '• . ' ' ' . 
one group Qf seats which have not previousl7 been under load. 
< ' 1' . . . . ' '·· t ~ 
~e buckles of the belt assemblies to Qe tested .shall have met 
the requirements ot point 2.4.2.3. above. In the oase of safety 
belts with retr~tors, the r~_-t;r,ao:t;ol;' sl;1all ha:~e .. :t>een subj,oted 
to the test for dur~bility~of ·the mechanism liven in point 
·,. 2.7.6.1., the corrosion test given in PQint 2.7.2. and the test 
for dust resistance given in peint 2. 7 ~6.3. Duritig the test the 
folloWi~ requireme:Q.ts' ·shall . be , met: 
\' 
2.6..1.2.1 ·No pa:rt of the belt as~embly or a restraint system aftecting the 
... -. " . . ' . . 
restraint of' the oocupant shall break and no buckle or locking 
system or displacement system shall release; and 
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2.6.1.2.2. the forward displacement of the m~~ikin shall be between 80 and 
200 mm at pelvic level in the case of lap belts. In the case of 
~ther types o:r··be!ts·, the fot'ka:M dispfacemerit sh.aif be bet1-reen 
80 and 200 mm a"t pelvic level and between lOO and 300 zr'"'"rl at chest 
.ievel• These ·displaconrents are- 'fhe displaeetlents. in' rdl~.tion to 
the measurem~nt points shown il;l annex VIII, figure 6 •. 
In the case of a. restraint system: 
2.6.1.3.1. The movement of the chest reference poirtt m~ exceed that speci-
fied in 2.6.1.2.2. if it can be sholin either b,y calc~l~tion or a 
. . 
further test that no part o£ the torso or the head of the manikin 
-used· ·in· the ccynomic '-test· WoUld'' nave ··coinE(l.nto contact with any 
forward rigid part of the vehicle other than the chest with the 
steering assemblyt if the latter meets the requirements of the 
Council directive 74/297/EEC of 4 June 1974 and provided contact 
does not occur at a speed higher ~han 24 km.jh. For this asse.ss-
ment "the. seat s~all b~ consi4ered to be.in the position specified 
in 2.7.7.1.5. 
2.6.1.3.2. In the case of' a. two door car the-displacement and locking 6ystema 
enabling the occupants of the rear· s·eats to leave the vehicle 
must still be operable by hand af'ter the dynamic test. 
~t , ' 
2.6.2. Strsth at:t.m', .resistance to· a.brasi'o,n test · 
2. 6. 2.1. . F.or . both samples conditioned in compliance with 2. 7. 3 0 6.' 'the 
breaking strength shall be assessed as prescribed in points 
2.5.2. and 2.7.5. It must be at least equal to 75% of the b~~aking 
st;rength average dete:rmined. during ·tests on 'unabraded parts. and 
not less than the minimum load· specified· for the item being 
tested. Difference between breaking strength of the two samples 
.must not exceed 20 % of the highest measured breaking ·strength. 
~1e items to be tested and ,the teats ~ich m~ be appropriate are 
indicated in the following table. A new sample shall be used for 
each test. 
.;. 
_; 
•J' 
-,' 
2.7. 
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,. ' ' f . ' 
Attachment " ., 
-
! 
Guide or Pulley 
-
Buckle-loop 
-
' 
Adjusting 
device X 
'' 
Parts sewn to 
tbe 'strap 
-
f 
. : 
'' 
-~e. 2 ten 
' ,,• 
.. 
X 
' X 
.. x 
' .. 
-
' 
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I 
l 
r Type 3 test 
. j 
" 
X 
i 
-
~ 
X 
'' 
.. 
X 
: 
.. 
, r 
Use of sampl'es s~~i tt~ for. a.pJ,roval ot a type of belt or 
• - ' I 
restraint system (see annex XIII) 
2. 7 .1.1.. Two belt assemblf•" are required- for ~b~ •a.$Seml?led.-'Qelt tea\, 
for the Puckle-opening ~est and, for the ~ol~ i~paot test. 
2.7.1,2. One belt assembl~ shall be used as a. source of samples of belt 
components tor t~ oQrrosion and buckle-strength tests. 
' '• .. .. ~.(' ";. 7 J • • '"" • ' • ' • .. -~ \' ' • J • . • ' 
2. 7 .1.3. . 'l'wo belt assembli~ a:re r~quired for ~be abra.sion ·test and the 
, . I 
i . ' ~ 
The additional bQlt assembly ment~oned.in point 2.1.2.3. shall . 
... , ~·. I o >' •,0 > > • I f " ~ 
-. 
~ us~d.tor t~e 9q~sion te~. 
2.7.1.5. The sampl~ of str~P shall be used to~ testing t~~ breaking 
.. ' ' ' ' 
strength of the strap• Part of this sample shall be preserved 
.. - ao long as the a~va.l remains valid. -·'' - ' 
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The technical service responsible for approval testing shall be 
entitled to ask for a number of samples additional·to these 
referred to in points 2.1.2.2., 2.1.2.3. and 2.1.2.4. above. 
Corrosion test 
A complete safety belt assembly shall be positioned in a 
test chamber as prescribed in Annex XIII. In the case of an 
assembly incorporating a' retractor, the strap shall be ·. 
unvround to full lenght less 300 .± 3 mm. Except for short 
interruptions that may be necessary, for example, to check and 
replenish the salt solution, the exposure test shall proceed 
continuously for a period of fifty hours. 
On completion of the exposure.test the assembly shall be gently 
washed, or, dipped in clean running water with a temperature 
not higher than 38°C to remove any salt deposit that mey have 
formed and then allO'!rTed to dry at room temperature for 24 hours 
before inspection in accordance with point 2.4.1.2. 
Conditioning of straps for the breaking~strenght test 
Samples out form the strap, as referred to in point 2.1.2.3. above 
shall be conditioned as follows : 
Room-opnditionin~ 
The strap shall be kept for a minimum 24 hours in an atmosphere 
having a temperature of 20 ± 56c and a relative humidity of 
65 ± 5 p~r cent. If.th~ test is not carried out immediately after 
?onditioning~ the specimen shall be plaoed in a hermetically-closed 
receptacle until the t.est beg~ns. The breaking load shall be 
determined within five minutes after removal of the strap from 
the .conditioning atmosphere or from the receptacle. 
-.lo-
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2 ... 7 .3.2. Li~ht-oonditioning 
2.7.3.2.1. ·;The p;rovisions of Recommendation ISO/R 105-1959, "Test for colour 
· . : 'fa.~tness of. text.iles", as mended by· addendtirn' I (ISO/R 105-1959/Al 
- 1963) and addendum II (ISO/R 105/II- 1963), shall apply. 
The strap shall be exposed to light for the· time. ·neoessa.ry'to 
produce fading of Standard Blue Dye No 1 to a contrast equal to 
· grade 4 on the· grey' scale. · 
2.7.3.2.~. After exposure the· strap shall be kept for a minimum of 24 hours 
in· ·a.n atmosphere· having a temperature of 20 ± 5°0 and a relative 
··· .,,. · humidity· of 65 ·.:t 5 per cent. ·The breaking· load shall be determined 
· withi,n 5 minUtes after J:'lemova.l of the strap from the oondition:ing , 
installation·. 
Cold-condipioning 
I • 
The strap· shall be kept for a mini~. of._, 24 tJ,ours in an atmosphere 
having_ a. tempe~ature of 20 ± s.~c e.nd a relative humidity of 65 ±5. 
Per .oent. 
2. 7 .3. 3. 2. The strap slu:).ll then be kept for l~ hourt.:on a plane surface in. a 
_. • , I • • 
.>..·low~~pera:ture-.ohamb~r in-'whi~h tlie air'temper~t~~ is - 30±5°0. 
It shall then be folded ~d the fold shall be loaded with a mass 
:of 2 kg :Pi-~iausiy 'cooled to - 30 + 5°0.· Whe~ 'th~·:stra.p has been 
- . 
kept under load for 3o minutes·i~ the· same low-temperature chamber, 
the mass shall be removed and the breaki~ load shall be measured 
. . .. 
within five minutes after removal· of the· st~ap 'from the low-tempe-
ra.ture chamber. 
-~ • (.. • .. t 
~ ' " ~. ' ' . . ' ~-
..,\ .. 
The st~ap shall be kept.f9r 3 .hours in a.heating.~abinet in an 
. . ~ . : ' ' . . . . . 
at!ll!)Sp_here _hav~g a temperature Of 60 ± 5°.C .~d a .. relative 
~\o • ~ • 
humidity qf 65 + 5 p~~ 9ent • . .. · 
. - . . . . 
' ••• < ,., 
~. - ' ;- • ' • • . I' • 
2.7.3.4.2. The .. breaking load shail be determined withi11':five minutes after 
removal of the strap form the heating cabinet. 
.;. 
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2.7.3.5.1. The strap shall be kept fully immersed for 3 hours in distilled 
water, at a t0mperature of 20 + 5°C, i;o which a trace of a 
wetting agent has been added ... a:ny wetting agent suitable for 
the fibre under test may be used. 
2.7.3•5.2. The breaking load Shall be determined within ten minutes after 
removal of the strap from the water. 
2. 7 .3.6. Resistance to abrasion tests - . 
2.7.3.6.1. The samples to be submitted to the abrasion test shall be kept 
for a minimum of 24 hours in an atmosphere having a temperature 
of 20 ± 5°C and relative humidity of 65 ± 5 per cent. The ambient 
temperature during testing shall be between 15 and 30°C. 
2.7.3.6.2. ~ne abrasion test will be performed on every device in which 
the strap is in cont3.ct with a. rigid part of the belt. The 
setting on the test device will approrlmatively maintain the 
relative position of strap and contact area .• 
2. 7 .3.6.3. In the table below are listed the. general conditions for each 
test. 
I Load Frequency Cycles Shift No Hz number cm I T".fPe i test 50 0,5 5 000 30 .± 2 I T'JP• 2 test 5 0,5 45 000 30 ± 2 
Type 3 test (x) 0- 50 0,5 45 000 
-
The shift given in the fifth column of this table represents 
the amplitude of a back-and-forth motion applied to the strap • 
. /. 
Anne:x; I 
Part i oular test oondi t ions 
2. 7 .3.6.4.1.1 !lEe 1 t~!! i for oases where th~ strap slides throUgh an 
· adjusting.deVice 
A 50 N' load. shall be maintained on on-e end the strap--the other 
end of the strap shall be attaohed to a device giving the strap a 
horizontal baok .and forth mo.tion. 
The adjusti~g d~Vice shall be placed on the horizontal strap eo 
that the strap remains under tension. 
(see Annex XII, fi~e l) 
2.7 .3.,6.4.2 .• ·Type 2 test : for oases whe:r.e the strap changes direction in 
-----, --- paasing through a rigid part. 
Du.ring this test, the angles of the straps shall be maintained 
as shown in Annex XII, figUre 2. 
The 5 N load shall be maintained during the test. 
. . 
2.7.3.6.4.3. ~~-~.!!!!_:·for oases where the strap is fixed to a rigid part 
· by sewing e>.r ·similar means 
The total baok and forth motion shall be 300 ± 20 mm but the 
50 N load shall only be applied during a·shift of lOO·t· 20 mm 
for each half period. 
(see Annex XII, figure 3). 
Micro-slip tetU (see _Annex ~r, figure 3) 
2.7.3.7.1. · T.he samples to b~ submitted to the mioro-slip test shall be 
. kept for a minimum of 24 hours tn an atmosphere. having a tempe-
rature ot 20 ± 5°C and a relative.humidity of 65 ± 5 per cent. 
The test shall be carried out at a temperatW'Ef between 
15 and 30°C. 
·.;. 
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2.7.3.7.2. The adjusting device shall be placed on a vertical strap.· 
The'othor end of the ~tr~p shall pass over a horizontal 
deflector roller with its axis parallel to the plane of the 
section of strap. The strap, after passing over the roller 
shall be horizontal. A 50N load shall be applied to the 
strap by a mass attached to the adjusting device with another 
suitable length of strap. 
2.7.3.7.3. 'Ths adjusting.device being tested shall be arranged in such· a 
w~ that the middle of it, in the highest position to which it 
can be raised, is 300 + 5 mm from a supporting table so that 
-
the 50 N mass is itself 100 nun + 5 mm from that support. 
' -
2.7.3.7.4. Tlle durat.ion of the test shall be 1,000 cycles at a cycling 
rate of 0.5 cycles per s~cond and a total travel of 300 ± 20 mm. 
The 50 N loa.d. shall be applied only during a shift of lOO.:!: 
' ' 
2. 7 .4. 2. 
20 mm for each half period. 
. .. 
Test of breaking stren,fi11h o~ stra12 (static test) 
The test shall be carried out each time on two new samples of 
strap, ·of sufficient length, conditioned in conformity *ith 
one of the provisions of p.2.7.3. 
Each strap shall be gripped between the cl8.rnps of a tensile-tes-
ting machine. The clamps shall. be so designed ~s to avoid 
breakage of the strap at or near them. 'The speed of traverse 
shall b~ about lOb imn/min; The free ·length of the sample 
.between the clamps of the machine at the start of the test 
shall be 200. mm ± 40' mm. 
When the l~a.d. reaches 980 d&i·, the width or· ·tile strap shall 
be measured Without stopping the menhine. 
.;. 
.. .,..,.. 
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2. 7 .4.4. The tension shall then be increased until the stra.p brea.kst 
and- the breaking load: sha.ll ·be noted. 
2. 7 .4.5. . ··If the strap. slips or breaks· at or within 10· mm of either of 
'the clamps,·the test $hall be· invalid and a rtew test shall be 
carried out ·on another'.sample. 
The bU:Okle and the adJusting device .shall be ·connected to the 
'tensil...,testing apparatus by the parts of the bolt assembly to 
which they a.re normally a;ttached, and the load· shall then build 
up to 980 daN, except in the oase of retractors having a pull«Y 
or strap guide·· at the ~·belt anchorage. If the bookle~ or 
the adjusting device' is part of the att8.Chment·;. the buckle er 
adjusting: device shall· be tested with the attachment, in confor-
mity with point 2.7.5.2. below.· Where a retractor is tested 
as a.n adjusting device, the length of strap remaining wound on 
the reel shall be the length resulting from looking with the 
. . 
strap unwoim'd .. ait olose .. aa.: po.sbible· :tP.. f"ull leJ.i£'th less 450-mm. 
2.7~5.·2,·· · The a.ttachlnGhts shall be 'test·ad in the sa.m& manner as prescribed 
·· · ·tn·point 2•7•5~1. above," but the load shall ·be 1,470 daN and 
shall, subject to the provisians of the second sentence of point 
2.7.7.1. below, be applied in the least favourable conditions 
likely to occur· in a vehfole in which the belt is correctly·. 
instal.led. In the case of retractors the test. shall be perfor-
·med with the strap completely unwound from·.the reel.~ 
., 
2. 7. 5· 3. · ·Two samples of the· complete 'belt assembly shall ·be placed in a. 
refrigerated cabinet at - 10° + .1~> .c for two hours. The mating 
- . 
parts of the buckle shall then be ooupled manually together 
... , before· being· removed ·fr6m the ··~frigerated 'Cabinet. 
"· . 
·l-
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Two samples of the complete belt nssemb~ shall be placed in 
a refri~erated cabinet at - i0° z 1° C for two hours. The 
rigid items and plastic parts under test shall then be laid in 
turn upon a flat rigid steel. surface (which has been kept with 
the samples in the refrigerated cabinet) placed on the horizon-
tal surface of a compact rigid block with a mass of at least 
lOO kg, and within thirty seconds of being removed from the 
refrigerated cabinet, an 18 kg steel mass shall be allowed 
to fall under gravity through 300 mm into the test sample. 
The impact face of the mass shall take the form of a convex 
surface with a hardness of at least 45 HRC having a transverse 
radius of 10 mm and a. longi tudina.l radius of 150 mm. One test 
sample· shall be tested with the aXis of the curved bar i~ line 
with the strap and the other sample shall be tested at 90° to 
the strap. 
Buckles having parts common to two safety belts shall be loaded 
as to simulate the conditions of use in the vehicle with the 
seats in the mid-position'or their adjustment. The direction 
of application of the load shall be established according to 
point 2.7.7.1. below. A load of 1470 daN shall be applied 
simultaneously to each. A suitable apparatus for the above 
test is -shown in .Annex XI. 
vfuen testing any manual adjusting devicer the strap shall be 
drawn steadily through that device; having regard for the 
normal conditions of use, at a. rate of a.pp~oximatively lOO mm/s 
and the maximum force measured. to the nearest N after the first 
25 mm of strap movement. The test shall be carried out in both 
directions of strap travel through the 'device, the strap being 
cycled ten times prior to the measurement. 
Additional tests for retractors 
Durability of retractor mechanism 
~-~-~-~-~---~-~-~ 
./. 
' .. 
'• •• • • •! 
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The st~ shall be .wit.hd:ra.wn and all.owed to. retract for the 
~~md., numbftr ot oyoles, at a. rate· o:t. not·. rnon than 30 cycles 
per. min.. In the case. pf emergency locking retractors, a. snatch 
I to loo~:. t.he 1'$t-racrtor. sha.l·l .ba· introduced at· each fifth cycle • 
. Tlie. sna..tches shall occur in equal numbf1:rs a.t each of five 
different extra.cti.<ma, namely, 90, Bo, 75t 70 ~d 65 per cent 
· ,Qf tb~· total length of the: .strap on~ the. ret~otor. However, 
w~ere more than, 900 mm is provided,. the~ above. percentages shall 
be related to· the.· final 900 mm ·of 'strap ~hich remain ·in the 
·retractor. ' 
'·• 
A suitable.e.pparatus·for the tests .. apecified in point 2.7.6.1.1. 
above ... is:·.shown in annex rv. . ',•'• 
'' 
,'!'he retractor shall be ·:test.ed for looking, when the ·strap ha.s 
I 
been unwound. to a full length loss than ,300· mm + 3 mm. 
' . - ' 
In the case .of a. ret ra.crt or ·a.otua.~ed by. strap ·movement, the 
ext·ra.otion ehall be in the direction ·in which it normally 
occurs when the retraotor is installed 11'1 ~ vehicle. 
J<lhen ret•raotors .a%'9 being tested for. sensitivity to vehicle 
dece.lera.ti:ons.i they shall be· tested at the above extraction, 
in b~ directions ~ong·two mutually per.pendioul&r axes, 
whioh 11ha.ll :be horizontal were tl;le ret~or to be installed 
. ·in a.. veliicle as specified -by the ·safety 'belt irla.nufaoturer. 
()le .of· then test direotians shall bo· obosen: ~by the. technical 
servio.e· .conducting- the approval·· test 'to giw the most adverse 
conditions with respect to a.otua.tion of the looking meoha.nism. 
; ' . /. 
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.A. suitable apparatus 'tor the· tests specified in point 2. 7.6.2.1 .. 
above is described in annex v. The design of any such apparatus 
shall ensure that the required acceleration is given at an aver~ 
ge rate of increase of acceleration equal to or higher than 10 g 
per second. 
For test.ingthe requirements of 2.4.5.3.1.3. and 2.4.5.3.1.4., 
the retractor shall be mounted on a horizontal table and the 
table tilted with a speed not exceeding 2° per second until 
looking baseoooured. The test shall be repeated in other direc-
, ' . 
-· tioris· to ensure that the requirements are fulfilled. 
Dust resistance 
------·---
The retractor shall be posi~io~ed _in a tes.t ohamb<Jr as described 
in annex VI. _ ,It shall be. mounted in an oriontation similar to 
that in which i.t i.s mounted in the vehicle. The test chamber 
shall contain dust ~s specified in point 2.7.6.3.2. below. 
500 mm Qf t.he strap shall be extracted from the retractor and 
kept extracted, except that it shall be subjected to ten comple-
te cycles of retrao-j;ion and withdrawal within one or two minutes 
. . 
' -
after each agitation of the dust. For a period of five hours, 
the dust shall be agitated every twenty minutes for five seconds 
by compressed air free of oil and moisture at a gauge pressure 
of 5.5 + 0.5 bars, entering through an orifice, 1.5 + 0.1 mm 
- ' -
in diameter. 
The dust used in_ the test described in po~nt 2.7.6.3.1. above 
shall consist of abo~t 1.~ of dr,y quartz. The particle size 
distribution shall be.as ~ollo~s : 
a) pasing 150/um aperture, 104/~ wire diameter • 99 %; • 
b) pas_sin·g 105/um ap ~ure, 64f-m wire diameter • 76 to 86 %; • 
c) passing 7 5f'l!D. ap ext~re, . 52/um wi~ diameter • 60 to 70 %. • 
.;. 
',< 
2.7~ 7~1.1. 
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': :_ . 
The withdrawal and 'retracting fo~es shall be measured with 
' I ' • 
. the ~afet; belt assembly fitted to'~ d~ as for the dynamic 
test prescribed iti point 2.7.7. ~he ~trap tension shall be 
measured at the points of contact with {but just clear of) the 
manikin while the stra.p is being withdrawn or ret,rcr.oted at 
• ' • t '(> IJ. • 
. the approximate rate 'or o.6 m per, ~tnu~e. 
The belt assembly shall be mounted on a trolley equipJ>~ with 
. the seat and the anchorages defined. in~·.IUlhex VII. ·However, 
if the balt asse~b~ is intended for a. spe~ific vehicle or 
' ~ ' ' • :• • "I ' ' ' '/ ol' I 'lo I 
. for specific types of vehicle, the distances petweon the 
• .., • • .. • • • • ' J -~ 
manikin and the anchorages shall be determined by the ·service 
, ~ r , • , • 
· conducting the test·s, eithe~ in conformity with the instruo-
.· 'ti"ohs for fitting s~pplie4 with th~ belt or in conformity with 
~he data supplied "by the manufacturer of the vehicle. 
. In_: the case of bel~ assemblies. f~rmtng part of a restraint 
··. sytitem~ ~he syst.em sh~ll be m6unied on the. part of the 
ve~ioie struoture to· whio~ it. is.norma.i~ fitted and this 
: p~t ~hG.li: be rigidly ·att-~hed to. the:·'test trolley in the 
~he method used to seoure.the vehicle during the test shall 
. ., ~ " . 
1bOt .~e su~h as to. strenthen .the a,.nohoragee ot th~ S~ats or 
" . ~ . ; ~ ~ . 
sa.fefy belts or to lessen the normal detC?rmation of the struc-
ture. No to~ ·~art ~t the· vehicl~ shall be present which 
by l.imi ting the forward movement of_ the manikin excepting the 
. ' 
f'oot; would reduce 'the load imposed on the rest ra.int system 
· · durirlg th~ :test~ Th~ ~~s of 'the ~~~ture eliminated can 
• ' • - ~ ! i· • ' ·•. • ~ ' • • 
be· repla.Ced by parts of' eCiui valent strength provided they do 
not hind~r the forward movement of the manikin. 
./. 
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A securing device shall be regarded as s~tisfact~ry if it 
produces no ,effect en an area extending over the whole width 
of the structure and if the vehicle or the structure is blocked 
or fixed in front at a distance of not less than 500 mm from 
the anchorage of the restraint system. At the rear the struc-
ture shall be f.?ecured at a sufficient distance rearwards of the 
anob.prages to ensure that the requirements of paragraph 
2.7.7.1.2. above are fulfilled. 
The seats shall be fitted and shall be placed in the position 
for driving use chosen by the technical service conducting 
approval tests to give the most adverse conditions with respect 
to strength, oo;npa.tiblo. with installing the manikin in the 
vehicle. The positions of the seats shall be stated in the 
report. The seat back, if adjustable for :incl:!.nation, shall 
be looked as specified by the manufacturer or, in the absence 
of any specification, to a actual seat baok·angle as near as 
possible to 25 °. 
For the assesment_of the requirements in 2.6.2.3.1. the seat 
shall be regarded in its most forw~rd driving or travelling 
position appropriate to the dimensions of. the manikin. 
All the seats of any group of seats shall be tested simul-
taneously. 
The belt assembly ahall'be attached to .. ~he !Jlarlikin specified 
. , ' .- . ' ~ 
in Annex VIII as follows : a board 25 mm thick shall be placed 
between the back of the manikin and the seat back. The belt 
shall be firml~.adj~sted to the manikin. The board shall 
then be removed and the manikin placed so that its back is 
in contact along its length with the seat back. If the 
buckle is of the ecceni.ric type it shall l~ck· only through 
the action of 'its springs'; it shall no be forced or snapped 
into the locked position• 
If a metal-to-metal- buckle is used, a check shall be made to 
ensure that the mode of engagement of the two parts entails 
no risk of reducing the reliability of looking or the strength 
of the buckle. .;. 
2.7.-.7.3 •. 
?·1. .a. 
2.7.8. 2. 
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. _The ,frae ·Q~ds. of the st:oa.ps. shall e~end sufficiently .tar. 
. b~yond the. ~j~ting device·s to a.J,lo~ f.or, slip. 
' . . ' ' ' ' 
The troll~ sba+l then be so propelled t~at at the moment 
of impact .its tree I'l.llllling speed is 50 km/h + 1 km/h and 
f> ' l I,"' . \ ' -
the. manikin rema.in.s stable •. The stopping. distance- of the 
' . . ' ,._ . . ' ' 
trolley. shall be 40 cm + 5 cm. The .. trolley shall re~ 
'" . . . ' ~ ~ .. 
horizontal tp.roughout deceleration. T{le·. deceleration of 
the trolley shall be achieved by using the apparatus prescri-
bed in Annex VII or any oi;her device giving equival~nt. rer,ults. 
' . ' 
T~s . ap~atus shall comply with the performance specified in 
. ' ~ . 
Annex. u. 
The trollE!Y speed .immediately .before impa.Qt and the maximum. 
forward. displacement of. t~e manikin shall be measured. 
; . 
_After impa.ot, the belt assembly or restraint system and its 
rigid parts shall be inspected visually, without opening 
. I 
the buckle, to determine whether there has been any failure 
. or ~~e •. In. the case of .~stra.int systeme it s~ll also 
be ascertained, after. the ·t.es;t, .wheth~ the parts of the 
vehicle .etru.ctura which. a.re · attached to· th,e trolley have 
. ' . 
undergone any visible permanent deformation. If there ie 
~ SU()h deformation thi$ shall be taken into account in any 
' ~ , ' . ' . . 
calculation made in accordance wit~ point 2.6.2.3.1. 
Belt assemblies which have already undergone the dynamic test 
in conformity with point.2.7.7. above s~l be used for this 
I, 1 ' ' ' 
te~t. 
After the 'test prescribed in point 2. 7. 7. above, a. load of 
66 · da.N shall be aP~li~d horizontally to the. manikin in order 
t ~. l•' " • ' i ''•\ 
to load the belt assembly, ·and the force needed to open the 
\ ' ', ' ' I I :~ ' : • "'/' ~, •' ' ' ' ' ' 
buckle whan it is ·so loaded sha,ll be me!'losured. 
' . •' '. ~-
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The buckle-opening force shall ·be applied by a spring-bal~9e 
or other measuring device in the manner'and aireotion normal 
for opening the buckle. 
The buckle-opening force shall be measured· and any failure of 
the buckle noted. 
After the buckle-opening test, the components of the belt 
assembly or restraint-system which have undergone the tests 
presori bed in point '2. 7. 7. shall be inspected and the extent 
of the damage sustained by the belt assembly or restraint 
system in the dynamic 'test shall be recorded in the test 
report. 
The test report shall record the results of all the tests 
in point 2.1. above and in particular the trolley speed, 
the maximum forward displacement of tli~ ~a.n'ildn, i:b.~ 'place 
- i.f it. Clttl be varied - occupied by the .buckle during the · 
. . ; ' - '' \ ' . . ' . . . ~ . .. . ~ .. 
test, the buckle-opening force; 'and· any fs.'ilure or' breakage. 
If by virt~a of point 2.7.7.1. the anchorages prescribe~ in· 
~- • ' " \• ' ' ' '• ' ' ·- ' • !I 
tinhex VII have not been respected, the test report shall 
describe how the belt assembly or the re·stra.int ·system is . 
. .. " ,...., 
installed and shall specify important" an:gn:if3 ·a.na .. dimensions. 
The report shall also mention any distortion or breakage 
: ~· • ' • • : ,. • • ' .i. ' • ' 
of. the. buckle that has_ o~ourred ,.durlng .th;e test. . In the 
' • . ; " :. ~ :: . . ' . : : . \ • . . . ' ' . i 
ca.i:!e of a restraint system the test report shall also 
specify th~ ~anner of attaching the v~hi~le struct~e to 
the trolley, the position of the seats, and the inclination 
' ' ' . 
of the seat backs.· If the forWard displacement of the ma.ni~ 
kin has exceeded the values presori bed· 'ill ·~a,;;a,g~ph. 2. 6. 2. 2. 
·above 'the· report· shall 'state whether the requirements in· 
paragraph 2.6.2.3.1. are met. 
.: . 
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' 
, . 2.8. OCNFOIUaTY OF. PROWCTION, ~·· ' . , . ______ ...... ___ __ 
2.8.1. The rate of the spot 'Checks mentionned in :arti'Cle 1, paragraph 2, 
shall be such that the tests prescribed in point 2.8.3. below 
are effeoied on a.t least one in 2,500 ·sa.tety belts· and restraint · 
systems produced of each approved type with a minimum freqUency of 
one and a. maximum :frequency of 50 tor any twelve months of p~duction • 
• J. • 
2.·8.2. Belts oftered ·or to bEt" offered· for· sale shall be used tor the tests. 
2.8.3.· The belts selected for-verification of conformity with an approved 
type shall undergo such tests as ~ be ··oh6sen by 1lhe competent 
authority form among those described iri points 2.6.·· a.nd 2~ 7. above. 
2.8.4. If one of the samples tails the test to which. ·tt'.ha.s been submitted, 
a. teat shall be carried out on t~ree further samples. · In the event 
'. 
of one ot 'thein· l!dso :failing, the provision's ·or article 3, paragraph 2, 
. ·. wil:.l be··a.ppl'ied. · . , ·· · 
.: ; . 
2.9 •.. , ~8r.Rt1q.TI,gN~ ··' !Nery ~ety qelt shall., .. be a.ooompani.ed by the instructions 
referred in Annex X. 
' ' '"·' 
. : . ~ 
3. l,.N.~J:. ~ ~ t A ..l.J .. ~N •• .-.R .. !j_U.!-Eu!.i.!.U .'. 
3.1., VEHICJ.,E EQUIPMI!NT 
' ' ' 0 : • • 0 » ~ ' I' • ' ; r , 
·' ' 
Every· vehicle: con'oern&d. by· the .speoif.ica'tions: of' ·th~ present '!lireotive 
:shall'.be'equipped·witb the· follomg~type·s ·of .s4fety belts or restraint 
systems:· incorpot-a.ting suoh·.~types of b~lts· t · · 
3•1~1• · a:t front outboard sea:Hng positions, With .three:: point belts inoorpora-
.. . ting retraotox-a· J · · · · · .. 
3",1~2 •. · a.t ··front oentr~i ~e~ting po~itiona·, witli' three' ~oint belts incorporating 
·,. I-$t~-t~r& o~ ~;t· ; · · · · , ·· "· 
, 3.1.3. at rear seating positions, with lap belts or three point belts ~oorpo-
.. ~ 
rating retractors or not. 
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3. 2. GENEl:t.'\1 REQUIREMENTS·· · 
3. 2.1. 
3. 2. 2. 
Safety belts and restraint systems installed in vehicles shall 
be fixed to anchorages complying with the specifications of 
the Council directive 75/ /EFJJ of 1975. 
Safety belts and ·restraint s.ystems shall be so installed that, 
when proper1y worn by the occupants, their satifactory operation 
is assured and they reduce the risk of bodilY injury in the 
event of ah accident. 
In particular, they shall be so insta.lleJ that : 
3.2.2.1. the straps are ·not liable to assume a dangerous configuration, 
3.2.2.2. the risk of the belt slipping from the shoulder of the wearer 
when worn correctly is reduced to a minimum, 
3.2.2.3. the risk of strap damage due to contact with sharp rigid parts of 
the vehicle or seat structure is reduced to a minimum. 
3. 3. SPECIAL ROO.UIRElrnNTS FOR RIGID PARTS INCORPOR1~TED IN SAFEI'Y BELTS 
3.3. 2 .. 
OR RESTRAINT SYSTEMS 
The rigid parts, such as buckles, adjusting devices, attachments 
shall not incre;;.se the risk of bodily injury to the wearer or to 
all occupants of tho vehicle in the event of an accident. 
The device for releasing the buckle shall be clearly visible and 
accessible to the wearer without being capable to be operated 
inadvertently and accidentally. The buckle shall also be situated 
in such a position as to be readily accessible to a rescuer needing 
to release the occupant in an emergency. 
The buckle shall be so installed that it is capable of being released 
by the wearer both when not under tension and when retaining his 
weight with a single simple movement of either hand in one direction. 
In the case of safety belts or restraint systems for front outboard 
seating positions the buckle shall a.l!Jo be capable of being engaged 
in the same manner. .j. 
• . I • . • I 
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• /. 3. 3. 2. It shall be verified that, if the buckle· rna;r oonta.ot 'th~ wea.re.r 
the width of thG oontoot surface of the buckle is not narrower 
t·h.an 4.6 n1m. . . • . 
3.3.3. The belt after being put on by the wea.Nrt' shall either adjust 
a.utoma.tically to fit him or be such tha.t the manual adjusting 
device shall be re~dily a.ocessib1e to the seated. wearer a.nd shall 
' : ' ~ .. 
be convenient a.ndeasr to ilse. It shall a.lso:allow the belt to 
be tightened with one hand to' suit the· si-ze of the ·wea.rer a.nd the 
position of the vehicle sea.t. 
3~3.4. Sa.fety belts or restraint systems inoopora.ting retractors sha.ll 
be so installed that the ratt-a.otor operate correctly and. ~ows. 
the. strap efficiently. 
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ANNEX II 
JWDEL FOR .~~ EEC C0!.1PONE1!T TYPE !.PPROVAL 
CERTIFICATE 
(Ma.x. format : M (210 x 297 mm) 
Name of 
competent authority 
Notification concerning the grant, refusal, withdrawal of 
EEX; componant type approval or the grant, refusal, withdrawal 
of extension of Em:; component type approval of a type of 
safety belt or restraint system. 
APPROVAL NO : •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1. Restraint system with/Three-point belt/Lap belt/SPecial type 
belt/fitted with energy absorber/retractor type belt (x). 
2. Trade name or mark •••••••••~••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
3. lilanufacturQr' s designation of the type of 
belt or restraint system ••••••••••••••••••••··~··•••••••••••••••••••••• 
Manufacturer's name •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
5. If applicable, name of his representative •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
6. Address •••••••••••••••••••••••••o••••••••••••••••••··~··••••••••••••••• 
7. Submitted for approval on •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
8. Technical service conducting approval tests •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
9. Date of test report issued by that service ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
10. Number of test report issued by that service ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
11. Approval granted/refused (x) for general use/for use in a particular 
vehicle or in particular types of vehicle (x). 
12. Position and nature of the marking •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·~·· 
13. Place •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
14. Date ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
15. Sig.nature , •••••••••••••••• ., .............................................. . 
16. The following documents, bearing the approv~l number show.n above, are 
attached to this communication : 
•••• drawings, diagrams and plans of the safety belt1 including 
any energy absorber or retractor fitted; 
•••• 
• • • • 
x strike 
drawings, diagrams and plans of the l"Gstra.int system, the vehicle 
structure and the seat structure, as well as of the adjustment 
system and the attachments, including any energy absorbent or 
retractor fitted; 
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ANNEX: !I! 
EDJ TYPE-APPROVAL MARK 
1.1. The type-approval mark shall consist of : 
1.1.1. a. rectangle framing the letter 11et' followed by the dist1nguishing 
number of letters of the c01mtry issuing the type-approval (1 for 
Germany, 2 for France, 3 for ~taly, 4 for the Netherlands, 6 for 
Belgium, 11 for the United King~om, 12 for Luxembourg, DK for 
Denmark ru1d IRL for Ireland); 
1.1.2. the type-approval number, located below the rectangle; 
1,1.3. t~e following ndditional symbol or symbols above the r3otangle : 
1.1. 3.1. the letter "A" in the case of a three-point belt, the letter "B" 
in the case of a lap belt and the letter "S'' in the case of a. special 
type bGlt. 
1.1.3.2.the symbols referred to in point 1.1.3.1 above shall be supplemented 
by the following additional markings 
1.1.3.2.1, 'bha letter ne" in the case of a belt with an 6!lergy absorber, 
1 .. 1. 3. 2. 2. the letter "r" in the case of a belt with a retractor, followed 
by the number of the type of retractor used, in accordance with 
paragraph 2. 3. a.bove, and the letter "m" if the retractor used 
is an emergency locking retractor with multiple'sensitivity. 
1.1.3.3.the symbols referredtQlnpoint 1.1.3.1. above shall be preceded by 
the letter "Z" when the safety belt is part of a restraint aystem. 
1.2. The particulars referred to in point 1.1. shall be clearly legible and 
be indelible, and may be affixed either by means of a label or by 
direct marking. The label or marking shall be resistant to wear. 
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Annex III 
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LllJIT 
'.l'he beU bearinc '\he above approval mark is a three-point belt ("A.") 
fitted ~th an energy abeor'ber (•) and approved in the Netherlands (• 4) 
und.er the number 2439• · ~ · 
Br4m 
., e4 
2439 
The belt bearing the above apProval mark ia a. lap belt ~'B") 
fitted with a retraoter, type 4, with multiple sensitivity and 
. approved in the lf~therlanda (e 4) under the number 2439• . 
--
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2o3o ZSe 
"''' 
2439 
The ~belt bearing_ the above approval mark is a ~'SJ,eoia1in~~(~s" }.) 
·fitted with an eneJ;"gy absorber (e)~ being part of a. restraint system 
\ and ·apprwed in ·the Netherlands (e '4) under the number 2439. 
f, 
t· 
Note The approval number and additional symbol( s) must be placed 
close to tha rectangle and either above or below the f1e 11 or 
to left or right of that lettero The digits ot the approval 
number' must be on the same side ot the "e"' and orientated in 
~ ' ' 
the saine direction. The additional symbol(s) must 'be diametr~c.ally 
opposite the approval numbcre The use of Roman numera.l!ii as 
. . ~ . 
appreval numbera should be aveided so as to prevent. 81J'3 conhsi~ 
with ether ~bols. 
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ljiXAMPLE :OF AN APPARATUS TO TEST WRABILITY OF RE'l'RAOTOR MECHANISM 
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ANNEX V 
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' 
A suitable apparatus is illustrated in the figure and consists of a 
motor-driven cam,. the follower of which is attached by wires to a small 
trolley mounted on a traclt. 'l'he cam follower incorporates a "lost motion'' 
•' ~ ' 
device which absorbs any movement should the reel lock before the full 
stroke of the follower is completed. The cam design ,and motor speed combi-
nation is such as to give the r.equired acceleration at a rate of increase 
of accelerati~n ·--as--apeoifrei1n:' poinir- 2. 7 .6.·2. 2- of Annex J; t and the stroke isr __ , 
\ arranged to be in _exc·~~-s- ~f til~ maximum perinJ.tt'ed webbing movement before\ 1 oc>ld.ngi .... 
~ On the trolley a carrier is mounted which can be swivelled to enable the 
retractor to be mounted in varying positions relative to the direction of 
.. 
... 
movement of the trolley. 
~ 
When testing retractors for sensitivity to strap movement the retractor is 
mounted on a suitable fixed bracket and the strap is attached 1 to the 
trolley,. 
When carrying out the above tests any brackets, etc. supplied by the manu• 
fe.cturer shall be incorporated in the test installation to simulate as 
closely as possible the intended installation in a vehicle. 
Any addit:i..p.nal bracketa 9 etc., that may be 1·equired to simulate the instal• 
lation as intended in a vehicle shall be providedo 
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. ..'l.NNEX VII 
DESCRIPITON OF TROLLEY, SEAT AND ANCHORAGES 
1. TROLLEY 
For tests on safety belts the trolley, carrying the seat only, shall 
weigh 400 + 20 kg. For tests on restraint-systems the trolley with the 
- . 
attached vehicle structure shall weigh 800. However, if necessary, 
the total mass of the trolley and vehicle structure may be increased by 
incremenis of 200 kg. In no ce.se shall the total mass differ from the 
nominal ve.lue by more than + 40 kg. 
-
2. SEAT 
-
Except in the· case of tests on restraint systems, the seat sha.n be of rigid 
construction fmd present a anooth surface. The particulars g.Utn in the dia-
gram appended to this annex shall be respected, care being taken that no metal 
part can come into contact with the belt. 
3. ANCBORAGES 
The anchorages shall be positioned as shown in Fi~lre 1. The points, 
which correspond to the arrangement of the anchorages, show where the 
ends of the belt are to be connected to the trolley or to the load 
transducer, as the cas~ may be. The structure C!:l.rrying the anchorages 
shall be rigid. The upper a.nchorage must notbe displaced by more than 
0.2 mm in the longitudinal direction when a load of 98 daN is applied 
to it in that direction. The trolley shall be so constructed that no 
permanent deformation shall occur in the parts bearing the anchorages 
during the test. 
4· STOPPING DEVICE 
This device consists of two identical absorbers mounted in parallel, except 
in the case of restre.int systems when fo .. '.r e,bsorbers shall be 1.1.sed for a 
nooinal mass of 800 kg. If necessary, an edditional absorber shall be used 
for each 200 kg increase of nominal mass. 
./. 
., 
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Each absorber comprises: 
- an outer casing formed from a steel tube; 
- a polyurethane energy~bsorber tube; 
.. · 
- apolished-steel olive-shaped knob.P&netrating 
• • ~ 4 \ .. • • • 
i.nto .~he JJ.'9so~ber; a.nd 
- ~ shaft and an.~paot plate. 
I, tJ • • 
' ' 
The dimeps~ons, .of ~he, v:arious ~ts. of .,this ab,sorb~r are shpw in, the :• .. ' 
' ·" • ' ' ;! ~ ,. / • • 
dia.g!'a.ms reproduced in FigUre 2. The characteristics o~ the· absorbing 
material B.l'e given in Table 1. Immediate17 before ~;~aoh test the tubes 
shall be maintained a.t a. temperature between 15 a.nd. 30° C wi-thout use , · ' 
for a minimum of 12 hours. 
The .requir~e.nts which the stppping devif:)e must meet .are g.L.ven in Anne.Ja.. ·IX.. 
• • ~ ' ' . ' l ' . ' 
Any other devioe giving equivalent res:ul ts ~a.n be aooepted. ... ·~ , · · 
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• • TABLE· 1 
CHARAC~1ERISTICS OF THE ABSORBING Mt.TERIAL 
-(ASTM Method D 735 unless otherwise stated) 
Shore hardness A : 95 + 2 
- 2 Breaking s.trength : R0 .> . 350 kg/cm 
.- . 
•tlniaum elongation : A0 ~ 400 % 
Module at 100 % elon~ation : ~ 110 kg/cm2 
at 300 % elongation ; ~ 240 kg/cm 2 
Low-temperature brittleness (ASTM Method D 736) : 
5 hours at - 55 •c 
Compression set (Method B) : 
22 hours at 70. •c ~ 45 % 
Deneity-·at 25 °C t 1.05 to 1.10 
Ageing in air (ASTM ~ethod D573) : 
1·1 •• ,. 
70 hours at 100 °0 - Shore hardness : max. ve.riation + 3 
breeking strength : decrease <. 10 % of R0 
- elongation :·decrease ~ 10 % of A0 
- weight : decrease· < 1 % 
\ 
Immersion in oil (ASTM Method No. 1 Oil) : 
70 hours at 100 •c - Shore hardness : max. variation + 4 
'· -breaking strength: decrease ,,15% of R0 
.. el.ons;ation . : decrease <. 10 % of A0 
.. volume : swelling < 5 % 
Immersion in oil (ASTM Method No.3 Oil) : 
70 hours at 100 •c .. breakinz strength decrease < 15 % of R0 
elongation : decrease < 15 % of A0 
I' volume ·: swelling < 20 % 
Immersion in distilled water : 
.. breaking strength : decrease ( 35 % of Ro 
1 week at 70 °0 
. .. · elongation increase < 20 % of A0 
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•• • ' .. ~ • ~ :!., • ' l }._' • r- . 
·f: '·::'-·-"'.::.(, .... ·· .. . ·: '-/ ~ t,;·-:.('' J'i:'g 6 Manikfn· in eittine;· position, . .ehQWingr '' 
location of tpe centre ar ·gravity; 
'• .·.,.,:t·; ~.1·;':: .:·,'}/',, .. ::-;~~~;:\t, 
..... -: _ .... : {.: ...... ~' t ~.;..:.:.;;.r( .
1
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1
,: :, + .»"l, ~r,·,· , , ~·~: ''r'.,; ~:;~ 
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shoulder height. 
Table 1 References • na~es, mate:dals and princip~l. dilft~iJi~s' ·t.)~ · 
. ' ' 
) ,, • ,, • ..! ~· 
' ' ~ •1 ,, i 
'\ ' ' ',. ' -~ t~ : ' '!, " ' 
• ' ' ' •I. 
Table ·2 Hasses of head, neek~ torso, thigns and lower 1.e~-~ · '.· ·' ··: '',-' .· · · · ·" ·I 
.;, '::··.' ';. ; '·! 
•f 
'( i '. ~- ~ ' t 
'/ .. ' : ''.' ... :. _: /: .~ ·.-·. 'i , .t -:\ . 
,• l', •• '; ,~' ~- 1'' ••• ' f"' .,; 
'' ,, .. , ) ~ ., '. .; :.::·,. 't -~ "'t 
Tila structure of the lower leg consists ·of three coM~Oittet . : · ' ' · '> · :· : '·~:t ;:·>:J 
,\·I • ., .. ';• : < • >\ :~:::' ~j> • •• 1 
,-.~_~;· ... :.:.>'.,'.,:i:~·.:··.· .. ::_)~l 
a knee tube (26). .., . ·. , > . .'(···::·: l 
The knee tube has t•IO lUgs which lieit t.be .,ovement ot. tile ~oW~r ;~ .in .... '.:\':; ;;!fll 
' . . 'L' • . · .. :. •. '." . .;_.,;;:~ 
The lower leg can b'-" rotated rearwarda 1200 rrom the ~traigt\t'- )')O.Jii.4bn~ · . · :, .··.::; ·~t>, ·.: 
. . . . ;> ~ < . / ~- ,d .:';,-;:_;·/ :· 
'' ' ' , :' . . : ,'.::< ':·;;; ' 
,,•' 't~·: ~~-.\~ "'··t, ~; ,•, ., .. ,~('-.~(_,'t 
',· :. ':. <~~,\_,'_'::'··,;~-.~:::;·;~: :,':/~:#.?~ :· 
components of the manik~n; and 
.~}Etion of the maniki~ ~ • I' ~ '. ,~ 
·' 
Structure of the ·J.ow.er le~ (see Figures 3 and· 4} 
a sole plate {30); 
d shin tube (29); and 
relation to the thigh. 
':- 2 -· 
... 
1.2.2 §~ructure of ~he ,thi~ {see Figures 3 and 4) 
The structure ot the thigh conai'sts or three components: 
a knee tube (22); 
a thigh bar (21); and 
a hip tube (20) .. 
< • 
,\ 
"• 
• ,'' ,i 
Movement of the knee is limited by two eut~outs in the knee tube (22) wh!ch engage 
with the l~ga of the lower leg. j 
1.2 .. 3 Structure of the torso {see Figures 1 and 2) 
n .._____ I ·- 'W • - • .. 
-·the struc·ture of the torso consists of': 
a hip tube {2); 
a roller chain (4); 
ribs (6) and (7); 
a sternum (8}; and 
chain attachments (3) and at parts (7) and (8).,. 
1.2o14- Neck (see Figures 1 and 2) 
--
The neck consists of seven polyurethane discs (9)~ The stiffness of the neck 
can be adjusted by means of a chain tensioner. 
> I 
The head (15) itself is hollow; the polyurethane form is reinforced by steel· 
plate (17). The chain tensioner by which·the neck can be adjusted consists of 
a polyamide block (10). a tubular spacer (11), and tensioning l'tl.cmbcrs (1~) and 
{13). The head can be turned about the Atlas-Axis joint., which con$ists o~ t4e 
' : 
adjuster assembly (1l~) and {18), tile spacol:' (16), and poly.amid~ block (10). 
1.2.6 finec .. J9J!Il (see Figure 4) 
The lower leg and thiehs are connected by a tube (27) and a tensioner (a8) • 
. ) ' 
.. 
The thighs and torso are connectt:'d by n tube (23), friction plates (24), and. 
tentJioner aoaembly (25) .. • 
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iType: pg' 123 CM Compound 
-.. ;
'• 
I I ,-·I Hardness: 50-6o Skare A 
:. ·.>.·t 
'<rt • ... -. .. ... ~·~ 
.. ' . .~ 
'1.' ••• · J 
. . " .' .. 1 
. t i \ ' ~· ' ~'i' ~ 
., . . . ' ~ 
'_l 
'· 1'.2.9 ()yeralls 
•I ' ' 
. - . ; 
~ The Jinardkin is coYered by & &Jleeial oTerall:··(l!lee table 1) 
. ' 
. . ' ·( 
l, • ·{ 
. . ' . . ' . i, _.:.. : .. 2 .. 1 General 
~ ' ' ~ ~ 
In order. ~0 cali lJr(\te the m~i,kbt. to c ertaiJil Talu~s ud its total ntass' the . . :: :. 1 
. j . ,.·:· .· t 
· ..., ~? :··:· ~ ::ma~~ distribtttioR are adjusted by the use of six correction Steel ,_,.eightiS eaoh:. .~ ·, :1 
. . .·, . . '· ' . . . . . l .j 
. '' ; ·'t . . of 1. kg masa whicll can be JIIO\lfited. at the hip joint. Six polyuretlume wei~t.!$: · .. ~.~ ~ t 
. i 
f. 
.. 
. . 
•, 
I, 
.. ) 
.... 
. ~ 
' ~ach or 1 kg mass can be'mouuted in the torso. 
§Eshion 
A cushion must be positioned between the chest of the manikin and.the overali. 
This cushion shall be made of polyeth;ylene foarn'of the following specific:ation: 
Hardness: ?-10 shore A 
Thickness: .25 mm ~ 5 
It shall be replaeeable • 
.. If. .Adjtt13!tm0nt or the joint~ 
4.1 qeneral 
--
In order to achieve reproducible results, it is necessary to specify nnd con..,· 
trol the friction at each joint. 
4.2 ~j_oint 
Tighte!'l the knee joint. 
Set the thigh and lO'tler leg vertical 
Rotate the lower leg through 30°. 
Gradually slacken the tensioner (28) until the lowe~ leg stnrts to tall undor 
' 
ita own masr,. 
. ·, 
Lock the tcnsioncr in this position. 
' .... , 
': .~ 
'; j 
.. ·~ 
.. 
.... 
• 
-
• 1>0 ' 'St rt•rn •qzrt s · .. . ' h w re' w· '-
-·4 "!". ... '· ·~ : ~ .· ·~~: :r!:y 
biJ :·VIII ." · ..• • :::, ~t}~ ~ 
1' 
4.1J. Atlas-:A~is. join.~ 
Adjust the Atlas-Axis joint so that it just resists its own weight in the fore 
and aft directions. 
4.5 Neck 
The neck can be adjusted by means of the chain tensioner (13). ~fuen the neck·· 
is adjusted, the Upper end of the tensioner shall displace between 4-6 --cm when 
subjected to a horizontal load of 10 daN. 
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'fable 1 
Pllillfle· ' ' Material 
1 ... : • 'i -~ ' A , 1, '' ',,; ~ : '1 ' ' '~ '1. .. l 
Pi~~~~ .,' · . {: .. : ·- ~ 
'• 1 j •', K' ~1 polyurethane 
steel .·: , e~ i 
. 
:·':1 .] ' JU.p t~be , . , Chai.tt attachments steel 
. . . ·. '* : 
.5 •.• . . 
6'• 
7 ·. : ,, J .... '
.. ' 
. '. ·., 
' '9 ' 
: .. 
1' .. ' 
) ' ' 
' 
' : ~ ~ ; ' 
, . . 10 '. 
.. 11 ' ·' 
. ' <! 12 ' 
I ' ' ~ 
·-~- 13 
1lt 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
21• 
25 
26 
27 
~8 
. 29 
30 
31 
: 
~<Roller chltia, . 
:Sholllder ~laB~ .· 
Ribs (rolled section) 
Riss · 
Sternum 
ltiscs (6} 
Block 
.. Tubular. spao~r 
·rrensioning bolt 
Tensioner nut 
Tensioner for ._ 
Atlas-Axis joint 
Head 
Spacer 
Reinforcement plate 
Tensioner nut 
Lower legs 
Hip tube 
Thigh bar 
Knee tube 
Hip connecting tube 
FfictiGn plat~s (4) 
'Tensioner assembly 
steel 
p.olyurethalle 
steel 
~erforated steelplate 
perforated steelplate 
polyurethane. 
l ·• 
polyamide 
steel 
steel 
.f5teel 
steel 
polyurethane 
steel 
steel 
steel 
polyurethane 
steel 
steel 
steel 
steel 
steel 
steel 
\. 
I , 
~ 12x1,0 ' 
~ 18.x1~x17 
30-3-500 
M12 
mm 
-mm 
: 
mm 
76x70x8o mm 
30:x:30x'•4o mm 
52x46xlto mm 
?Ox64x250 rum 
160x75x-1 , .fl'!fll 
M12x,20 ,mm+ 
A , 
(lH2) 
. 
. :pla tea and 'n.ute .... 
Knee tube steel 52x46~160 mm ~, 
Knee connecting tube steel 4'fx39x190 ~, mm_. ~ 
Tensioner steel ~ 70x4' . . ,. mm .' f 
&hin tu9e steel 50x50xaxlt6o mm · ._ , ~ 
Sole plate steel ·1oox170x3 · ·mm 
T• t' · I orso correc 10n . • . ~ , 
weights (6) polyurethane mass 1 kg each . '· -~ 
32 Cushion polyethylene foam 350x25QX25 rilm .J 
33 Overall cotton and polyarnj.de . , · ~, 
L34 Hip joint correction · ~ weights (6) • steel mass. 1 kg each ' -~--------------~~------~-------L----------------~--1 ,l (
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Table 2· r. ;i· ,, 
,. 
f• 
\ 
\ " 
t·. j': 
Parte of dummy Mass in kg -t? r 
·-
' r 
Head and neck 4.6 ± 0--.3 -~ ' > ,, (' 
Torso and arms 40.3 :t 1.0 
I 
Thighs 16.2 :t 0.5 
'il• 
F 
r ' ,. 
!:'' 
Lower leg and foot 9.0 ! o.s I, !' t,' 
Total mass including Qorreotion I 
weights 74·5 :!: 1.0 
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Manikin.seated in position show.n .in Figure 1 o~ Annex VII 
. I 
' . 
•. 
' ' 
ri = Ceptre of grayi ty ; . . 
·T • Meaeu.rement- point torso-;(I.ooated. at th~i front ·on the centre' 
1ine of the •anikin) . 
P • Measureme~t point ~lvis (locate4 at the back On the oentre 
· lin-e of the manikin} 
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ANNEX IX 
DESCRIPTION . OF CURVE OF TROLLEY'S DECELERATION 
AS FUNCTION OF TIME 
(Curve for testing stopping devioes) 
' 
t (/ 
A : 10 15 
B 15 20 
c a 25 26 
D : 45 26 
E 55 20 
F : 60 0 
G 18 32 .. 
H : 60 32 
I • 8o 0 • 
The deceleration curve of the trolley.weighted with inert mass 
to produce a total weight of 455 kg .t 20 kg ·for- snfety-neTt~filts~ 
nnd 9lO-_f4:0-1i::-g for -T~~tr~:i nt s;rst_em tests Nhere the nomi n:'ll IDt'ISS 
• 
of the trolley rmn vehicle s+r·,ct..,re ~s 800 kr: m··st remt:l"in "rithtn 
i .-
1 
I 
;, 
I 
.~ 
r 
I 
... 
~ .. 
f • 
.. 
-2-
the hatched area above. If necessary, the nominal mass of the trolley 
. . 
and attached vehiole stru.cture oa.n be increased by inoremen·ts of 
200 kg, in which oase a.n additional inert mass of 28 kg per :i.n.orenl':mt 
shall be added. In no oa.se shall the total mass of the trolley a.nd 
vehicle stru.oture and inert masses differ from the nominal va.lu~ :for " 
oa.libra.tion tests by more than + 40 kg. 
-
In both the above oases the measurement equipment shall have a respouso 
whioh is substantially flat up to 60 Hz with a. roll offra.t J.OO Tiz,. 
Mechanical resonances associated with transduoer mounting shm:t:ld :not 
distort rea.dout data.. Consideration should be given to the effect of 
oa.ble length and temperature on frequenc:r response (1 )e. 
('1 
{i) These requirements are in accordance 1d th S.AE reoonimonded pra.otioe 
· J 211 a and 1dll be later su.bsti tuted by the refer&nOG to L\!1 !~0 
standard :,at~ .Pl"esent under preparation. · 
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ANNEX X 
INSTRUCTIONS 
Every safety belt shall be accompanied by instructions of the following 
content or kine. in the language or languages of the country in which it 
is to he placed on sale : 
1. lnEtallation instructions (not required if the vehicle manufacturer is 
to install the safety 1Jelt) which specify for which vehicle models the 
assembly is suitable and the correct method of attachment of the assem-
bly to the vehicle, including a warning to guard against--chafing of the 
straps. 
2. User in~truotions (m~ be included in the vehicle user's handbook if the 
safety belt is installed by the vehicle manufacturer) which specify the 
instructions to ensure that the user obtains the greatest benefit from 
the safety belt. In these instructions reference shall be made to : 
a) the importance of wearing the assembly on all journeys; 
b) the correct manner of wearing the belt and in particular to : 
- the intended location of the buckle; 
- the desirability of wearing belts tightly; 
- the correct positioning of the straps and the need to avoid 
twisting them; 
- the importance of each belt being used by one occupant only, 
and especially of not putting a belt around a child seated on 
the occupants lap. 
c) the method of operating the buckle; 
d) the method of.operating the adjucter; 
e) the method of operating any rotrcctor which may be incorporated in 
the assembly and the method of oheckiLg that it locks; 
f) the recommended methods of cleaning the belt and reassembling it after 
cleaning where appropriate; 
g) the need to replace the safety belt when it has been used in a severe 
accident or shows signs of severe frcying or having been cut; 
h) the fact that the b~lt must not ue altered or modified in nny way since 
such changes m~ render the belt ineffective, and in particular where 
the design permits parts to be dissassembled, instructions to ensure 
correct re-assembly; 
i) the fact that the belt is int~ndcd for use by adult sizod occupants. 
j) the stowage of the belt when not in use. 
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A N.N EX XII 
' ABRASIQN AID MIOROSLIP TEST 
-=:::3 ~ 
. totalttavel t )0 ± 
2 011 
J:xample a 
Support 
total·tr-a.vel 30 ±. 2 am 
lower stop 
Example b 
!!~-=-~~!_!~_! 
1· 
• 
·Proteoti vest rap· 
for inner bar · 
F =50 N 
.rotating pin . 
F =- 50 N 
"'-~ 
Examples of test arrangements corresponding to the type of adjusting device. 
i: 
l 
'· 
:•. 
,· 
' ' 
, ..... 
FIG. 2 : TEST TYPE 2 
-----------------
' c::=--
total travel a 
30 + 2 om. 
-
'· 
F = 5 N 
total travel : 30 ± 2 om. 
''· 
,, ·" 
,. 
i 
, I 
feat in a guide or pulle~ 
ANNEXE XI:t 
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·.... t 
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in horizontal plane . .~-:\·· 
'l'est in the buokle' · 
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Taut· Position 
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FIG. 3 t ABRASION ~ST TYPE 3 
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total travel 30 ±'2 em 
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Slaok Position 
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1. 
1.1. 
1.2. 
1.3. 
2. 
2.1. 
2 .2. 
AI~ XIII 
Corrosion test 
................. -...-...~--
The appa:i:'o.trs shall consist of a mist chamber, a salt sob.tion 
reservoir, a S' ·.pply of s;li tably conditioned compressed e.ir 1 one 
or more atomizing nozzles, se.mple supportst provision for :teating 
the chamber, and necessary means of control. The size ~.nd detai 1 
construction of the apparatus shall be optionali provided that the 
test conditions are met. 
It is importc.nt to enSL:.re that drops of solution aco-J.m·::.lated 
on the ceiling or cover of the cha~ber do not fall on test 
samples. 
Drops of solution which fall from test samples shall not 
return to the reservoir for respraying. 
The apparatus shall not be constructed of materials that 
will affect the corrosiveness of the mist. 
Samples, except retractors,shall be supported or S":spended between 
and 30° from the vertical and·preferably parallel to the principle 
direction of horizontal flow of mist thro.lgh the chamber, based t'.pcr:;. 
the dominant s-~'.rfe.ce being tested. 
Retractors shall be S',::.pportcd or suspended so that the axes 
of the reel for storing tLe strap shall be normal to the 
principle direction of horizontal flow of mist thro·tgh the chamber. 
The strap opening in the retractor shall also be facing in this 
principle direction. 
a/ ": 
i 
2.3. 
3.1. 
4· 
5· 
5.1. 
5.2. 
...... ANNEX XIII 
' . . '.· ·: 
Eaoh sample Shall be so placed as t9 permit free setting 
... t.._. ·. 
of mist on all samples. 
Eaoh sample shall be so pla9ed as to prevent salt solution 
from one sample dripping on to any oth~~ sample. 
Salt sol1.1tion 
The salt solution shall be prepared by dissolving 5 + 1 parts 
' .. 
by mas~;~ of sC)C.ium chloride .in 95 parts of distilled water •. 
The .salt sh~ll be sodi~,ohloride substantially free of ndokel 
and copper and oontaining on the dry bas_is not more than 0.1 J' 
of" sodium iodide. and not more than. O.;? "11 of total lmpvitiee. 
The solut~on shall be ~~oh that when atomized at 35° the 
• ' ~ ' 'I ~ ' ; ,, ...... 
collected soll:~tion is in the ph r::mge of 6.5 to 7.2. 
'-. : '\ .. 
'· 
The compressed ~ir supply to the nozzle or nozzles for 
ntomidng ~he salt .solution shall .be free .. of oil and dirt, t~~.nd 
~int~in~d at .a pressure betwee~ 7b'KN7m2 ·ana· 170 KN/m2• 
,. j • ' ";, 
. Conditions ·iS .the mi-st cha;mber 
The exposure zone of the mist chamber shall be maintained 
at 35 * 50 c. At least two clean mist oo1leetors shnll be 
.... 
,pla.ee(} within the ~pos,~.re. zone .so that no drops of solution 
f'r1001 the telilt samples ott .any 9ther so·,trces are colleoted.The 
collectors shall be placed ne~ the test umples, one nearest to 
' . ' ' 
e.ny nozzle and one furthest. f'r9m all no.zzles. The mist shall be 
. . ' ·~ 
suoh that for each 80 om2 ot ~orizont~l o~~leoting areas, there 
is collected in eaoh collector from 1.0 to 2. 0 ml of soh ..tion 
per hour when measured over an e,verage of at least 16 ho~J.rs. 
The nozzle or nozzles shall be directed or baffled so that the 
spray does not impinge directly on test samples. 
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ANNEX XIV 
C}IRONOLOG!CAL ORDER OF TESTS 
: 
i 
! SP.MPLES Test ~----------·----·--------·~-------------------------+ 
t BELT NO STRAP SMIPL~ NO 
f ! 1 l 2 l 3 :: ..;·' ,::; 4 ~:~.~·.; 5 6 l.. 1 2 i 3 4 j 5 6 7 8 j9 1 0; -------------------+------------------------~i----~t~--+r.~:.----+·--~·--+---~t-----+t----+~----~----+1----.. ~ ! 
Inspection of assem-1 I . ! ! I j j I 
bled belt ,11 X .~~~ : 1 1 i ! ,I ll ! 
;:,;:. 2.2., '2.3.2., 
2.4.1.1., 2.4.2.1., 
2.4.2.2., 3.2 .. 3., 
·! 2.4.3.1., 2.5.1.1., 
2.4.2.6., 2-7·5·1., 
2.7·5·5·, 
Corrosion tests on 
all ri g.ld parts 
Strength of buckle 
1 I i ·.·.~ l i l . i ! I . I 
., l f ··, :, ' i l '! 
': i !. : • 
: ·.•. :,. ·,. ;, 
. . ! X i r • • l~ ;·.· i i i l l I ! i, I, ! i j 1 #1' If ! 
I 1 i i ! I ! j j ! X I l j I ! i 
' I ! ,i, l ll I l I I ! . I 1 i l l I ~!~e~~ c~f adjust- ·,i., I 1. X 1,: ! J f f j 
I l. ! £, ·.' i 
Ease of adjustment I. I I i ! I l r 
i i l l,,, I !. i f I I ! I I i I I ! ;:~~~gth of attach- 1. I. I X ~ j f I l j 
2.4 .. 2.4., 2.7.5.3., ~~· Cold operating of !i I l f I I l I 
buckle :X I :x l : ,i 1.:: ! 11 i 
ll ':I I · ••• I ·,. I . 
2 414 2 4 5 i i ll l I ! } ! i I .. • • • ., • • ·4.• 1 l Cold impact of all 1 " , ! • 1 1 ; • 
. ·'x 'I ' ' : . , i ' i rigid parts ·I [·X i,:. !. ,I l ! ! j 
I I !:: ,· I i : ' ! ,i : i i 2. 5,2., 2. 7. 3.1., ·1 Strength of strap af-j i !1:. l I i,·.: 11 f 
. • i 1 \.x 1 2. 7 .4. 1i ter room-condi tioningi ! • : 1 1; 11 1 
l• I t' ! ! l,' ; ••  i·,i j ,: ! ·.: !' 
I; Check of strap width ! ! 1 ~ l i X j I 
·.l i 1 . . i ! j i ! l :, l i j i 
'St ,..,...hft f 1 : : i ! I j I ~~~g::;oi:l :o~r ~01 1 ;.1.· I f f I 1 1 
i . . i 1 · 1 i , 
I 
f j 
! 
I 
.
i. Li no+h-oondi tioning ·,i I I ·.! 1 '
1
; i X X l l cu : ~ ~ i i li ~ 
•·!!. I ! i ~ j !':: .!! 1, X X X X li::.i ~1·.-' cold-conditioning ! ! J i l j
t 2.?.3.4. 
j2.?.3.5 
I"i\ · .. -1·~·0 6.}. t 
: ;'' 4· 2. 7.' 2. 6. ' 
?..?.6., 2.1·1· 
I heat-conditioning 1. j .1 ;.: I j 1 j , 
! exposure to water · l : · i i I X X ! I Abrasion I I I I lx X l i I I ' 
! Mi,cro-s1ipl. l.:· l I lx X ! I i f ! i ! 
1
1 j i l I 
i Conditioning of buokl~ X l X .
1
! I ' 1 I I I l l ! i I ! l i 
:! Jr.;namio test of assem~ i ·! i •. i 1 l i l I : i I 1,• l ;. :. 
1 bled belt ~,. X I X t 1 ~~· i. I I ~ 
i'? ~4·2·5·' 2.4.2.6., i ' . : I I !' 
1 p. 7. a. i :&lckle-opening test 1'x ! I i 1 i I 1 I I' 
1:?·4·5·3., 2.7.6. I Durability of retrac~! :j lx I l J I i,
1
: ! 
1: ! tor l i! 1 ; , ! l l i .~~----------------------~·---------~------------~~;~~·---4~----~··----;~~---·~~·----~i----··------~--~·----~r~ ;NOTE: In addition, one belt sample is required.for reference pxrpoees 
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PROPOSAL 
FOR A COUNCIL DIRECTIVE 
on the approximation of the laws 
of the Member States relating 
TO 
HEAD R:ffiTP.AINTS OF SEATS OF MOTOR VEHICLES 
......... 
•'' 
1\ ,'j 
·./ 
TIID COUUCIL OF THE EUROPEAli C()}llUUN!TIES , 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Jlconomic 
Community, and in particular Article 100 thereof; 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission; 
Having regard to the Opinion o_f the European Parliament i 
Having regard to the Opinion of the· Economic and Social 
Committee; 
Hhereas the tcoh:nioal. requirements which motor vehicles must 
satisfy pursuant to national laws relate, inter alia, to head 
restraints; 
rlhereas these requirements differ from one Member State to another; 
and whereas there is a consequent need for the same requirements 
to be adopted by all the Member States, either in addition to or 
instead of their present regulations, in particular with a view to 
permitting the·opera.tion, in respect of each type of vehicle, of 
· the EEC type-approval procedure instituted by Directive 70/156/EEC 
of the Council of 6 February 1970 .on tP-e approximation of the 
laws of the Member States relating to the type approval of 
motor vehicles and their trailers 1 ; 
llherea.s the conunon requirements for the interior of the passenger 
oo!lpartment, the layou.t of the controls, the roof and baokrest and 
rear part of the seats were determined by Directive 74/60/EEC 
of the Council of 1 7 December 19732; and w hereas those for 
the internal fittil~s relating to the protection of the driver M 
from the steering meChanism in the event of an impact were deter-
mined by Directive 74/297/EEC of the Council of 4 ~~e 19743 ; 
and whereas those relating to the strength of the seats and their 
anchorages were det~rmined by Directive 74/4o8/EE~ or· the Council 
of July 1974 4 ; whereas those relating to 'Mcl1orages' for safety 
(1) O.J. n° L 42 of 23 February 1970, P• 1 
(2) o.J • no L 38 of 11 February 1974 
(3) o.J. n° L 165 of 20 June 1974 
(4) O.J. n° L 221· of 12 August 1974. 
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belts were determined by D.ireotive-. /EEC of the Council of 
' ~ I ' ' ' 
19751 whereas t~e ~the,r ;requ~rements relating to safety belts and 
restraint s.ystems will be determined simult~eously; 
Whe~ea..s a hamoliized type-approval procedurG for head: reetraints 
will enable ·each Member Stat~ to establish compliance with the 
common requirements for manufacture and testing a.nd to inform ~he 
other Member States accordingly by sending a copy of the type-approval 
document drawn up ip I,'espeot. of each equipment of this kind; whereas 
the placing of an FJEC typeo-approval mark on a.ll equipmenta manu-
faotured'in conformity with the approved type otviate the need tor 
technical checking in this respect in the other Member States; 
•, 
\'lhereas .the. appro;dmation of national laws relating to motor vehicles 
' ' ' 
embraces mutual recognition by the Member States of cheeks carried 
aut ,by ea.oh of thelll .on th~ basis of the oommon rGqUirements; whereas 
o' I • • 
suo~ a.eyet~ if it is to ope~te properly presupposes that these 
requirem~ta be app1ie<;1. by a~l the Member States from the· same, date; 
HAS ADOPl'ED THIS DIREO'l'tvE 1 
~4).o.J. n° L 2~. of 12 August ,1974 
(5) ::::. ···~ COM(74) '11~1 of 22 August 1974 
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Article 1 
1. Each Member State shall approve any type of head-restraint whether in-te-
grated or not in the seats of motor vehicles, t:hich so;tisfies t:1.e ·:;:m ... 
struction and testing requirements laid down in the Armexes I to V • 
2. The ~iember State vthich has granted the EEC component type-approval of the 
head-restraints shall take the measure required in order to verify, in 
so far as is necessary and if need be in cooperation with the com~etent 
authorities in the other Member States, that production models confonn 
to the approved type. Such verification ahaJ.L be .. G£fected.-'by tneans·of spot 
checks• 
Article 2 
Member States shall issue to the manufacturer, or to his authorised repre-
sentative, an EEC component type-approval marl:, Which shall conform to the 
mode-l shown in Annex VI, for each type of head-restraint which they approve 
pursuant to Article 1. 
Member States shall tal<:e all appropriate me¥Ures to prevent. the use of 
.marks liable to create confltsion between head-restraints which have been 
type-aw,roved pursuant to Article 1 and other head-restraints. 
Article 3 
1. No Member State mey prohibit the placing on the market of head-restraints 
on grounds relating to their construction or method of functioning if' 
they bear the EEC component type-approval mark• 
. •' 
2. Nevertheless, this provision .shall not prevent a Member,St~te from ta-
king such measure in respect of head-restraint::~ bearing the EEC compo-
nent type-approval mark which, by their design, do not oonform to the 
approved prototype. 
.;. 
,' 
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That State . shall Worm the other ·Member States and the· Conmiission 
forthwith of the measures taken, spebi'fJring the reasons tor its deci-
sion. 
Artiple 4 
' 
' ' 
' 'i 
{' 
I,,' 
., 
,( 
The competent . authorities of ea.eh Member ·state shall within one month send 
to the competent authorities of the other Member States a copy of the oompo..;. 
nent type-approval certificates completed for each type of head-restraint '-
' " ~· 
which they approve or refuse to approve. 
Artic.le 5 
t4a,t. a number of. head-restraints :bearing the same .component type-
approval mark do not conform to the type Which it. has approved, it shfl].l' : ij~ 
' h~ 
' ,, 
take the necessary measures to ensure that production models o6~orm <:;i 
to 'the approved type. The competent authorities of that Stat'e shall '/ r •. 
'ad'Vise those of the ·other. Member St~tes of the mea$ti~s i&ken, Which . . . 
ma;r; whe-re 'necessary, extend to with~a.wal of EEc ~omponent typ&-a.pp%"0- . : :~i) 
'.',;< 
va.l. The said authorities shall take the same measures if they are . ·,~·~ 
? "'' 
informed by the competent· authorities of another ~tember State of 8\tch ·. _;~~ 
failure to conform.. :)~ 
The competent authorities of l•Iember ·States shall i,J1tom ea.cli other 
within one month of any withdrawal of EiiX! component type~pzyva1, 
and 'ot the. reasons 'folr such m~~re. ' ' ' ~ : ' .·• '' . ' ' . ' 
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Article 6 
All decision taken pursuant to the provisions adopted in implementation 
of this Directive tThich refuse or nd.thdraw component type-approval for a 
he~-res~raint or prohibit its sale or use shall set out in detail the 
reasons on which they are based. A decision shall be notified to the party 
concerned, who shall at the same time be informed of the remedies available 
to him under the law in fol;'ce in the Member States and of the time limits 
allowed for the exercise of such remedies. 
Article 1 
No Member State mey refuse to grant EEC type-approval or national type-
approval of a vehicle on grounds relating to head-restraints if th')sa bear 
the EEC component type-approval mark and ~e intended for instnliation in the 
the type of' vehicle submitted for approval. 
!!::!~ __ -:::l_e_8 
No Hember State mey refuse or pro hi bit the sale, registration, entry into 
service or use of <U'lY vehicle on grounds relating to hea.d-res·~raints, 
whether integral or not, if these bear the EEC component type-approval mark 
and are intended for. installation in the type of vehicle submitted for ap-
proval. 
·I· 
. 
' 
• r 
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Article 9 
- . 
For the purpose.s of this Directive, "vehicle" means axry motor vehicle of 
catef;ory Jll· (as def'inied in Annex I of the- Coun9il Directive 70/15~/~c) 
intended tor use on t:Qe- road having at least four wheels, and a maximum design 
~eed.- exceeding 25 Kmh. 
Article 10 
The amendments necessary for adjustil;l€ the dispositions of this Directive 
so as to take account of technice.l progress shall be draWn. up in accordance 
with the procedure laid down in Article 13 of the Council Direoti:Ve 70/156/EEC 
:of 6 February 1970 concerning the approximation of the laws of the Member 
' ,- ' 
States relating to the type-appro~l _of m?tor vehicles and their trai_lers. 
Article 11 
- .;-.;.. ......... ..-.. 
1. Ttte Member States shall adopt and publish the provisions needed in 
order to comp~ with this Directive befor~ 1 April 1976 and shall 
fo-rthwith_ inform the Commission thereo-f. 
They sha11 apply such me~res ldth effect from 1 Juky 1976 • 
2. As soon as this Directive .ha~ been notified,- the Member stites take 
care to inform the Commission in Su.ffloient time -to enable it to sub-
mit its comments,·. of any draft laws, regulations or administrative 
provisions which they intend to- adopt in the field covered by this 
Direotiva. 
Article 12 
This Directive is addressed to the Member States• 
, I ' 
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SPECU,ICATIOlTS, TESTS AND CONFDIDUTY OF PRODUCTION MODELS ( 0 ) 
II. PROCEDURE FOR DEI'ERMINDTG THE H POTI'l"T AND THE ACTUAL SEAT·BACK 
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V • TEST PROCEDURE FDR CHECKDTG ENERGY DISSIPATIOI!' • ( 0 ) 
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VII • EEC TYPE-APPROVAL roru~. 
( 0 ) The requirements of this Annex correspond to the similar requirements 
of regulation n 25 of the Economic Commission for Ru~ope 
(E/ECF/324/E/ECE/TR.ANS/505-Rev 1/Add 24), thus respecting the break-
down into items. When a.n item of this Regulation has no counterpart 
in this Directive its numbe~ is given in brackets as a token entr.y. 
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.ANNEX I 
SCOPE, DEFINITIONS, APPLICATION FOR EEC TYPE-APPROV.AL 
GENEML SPECIFICATIONS, TESTS AJ..TD CONFOR.t\f.rTY OF PRODUCTION MODELS 
-
1. SCOPE 
1.1. The present Directive applies to head restraints (head rests) 
- forming an integral part of the seat beck, or 
- designed to be installed on the seat 
of motor vehicles conforming to the definition given in Article 9 
and intended for separate U'BO. ,, i.e. as individual equipment by 
adult occupants of forward facing seats. 
2 • DEFnJITIONS 
For the purposes of this Directive 
2.1. "vehicl~ tlee as ree:a;~ds head-rest£,~~ means a category of po-
wer-driven vehicles which do not differ in such essential respects 
as : 
2.1.1. the lines and internal dimensions of the bo~ork constituting the 
passenger compartment, and 
2.1.2. the types and dimension of the seats; 
2. 2. '~head restraint_~' means a device whose purpose is to limit the rear-
ward displacement of the occupant's head in relation to his torso 
in order t.o reduce the danger of injury to the cervical verti brac 
in the event of an accident •. This device may or may not be integral 
with the seat back; 
2.3. 1'tJ;Pe ,of seat" means a category of seats which do not differ in 
their dimensions, in their framework or in t:P.eir padding, although 
they may differ in finish and colour; 
2.4. "tYpe of hea4-restra.i11t" means a cateeory of head-rest:c-:0 n.t which 
do not differ in their dimensions, in their framework or :.n their 
padding, although they may differ in finish, in finish 1 j,n colour 
and in covering; 
2.5. "reference point of the seat'~ ("H point") (see annex 2) means the 
trace, in a. vertical plane longitudinal in relation to the seat, 
of the theoretical axis of rotation between the leg and the torso 
of a human bo~ represented by a manikin. 
.;. 
. ~ 
,.....----
3· 
3.1. 
-3.2.2. 
3.2.3. 
'• 
3.2.4. 
3.3.. 
3.3.1. 
3.3.2. 
\ 
~'lnnex I 
"ret:ereno.e line" .r,nea,ns a. straight line Hhich either on a 
test mnnll:in,:;having the '·weight and dimensions of an average 
adult•. malo or on a- test· manikin havine identical ohara.oter-o 
· ietios, passes through: .the ·joint of ·the ·leg 1dth the pelvis 
and the joint of thQ neok: vd th the thorax. On the manU<;in 
referred ·to in fJUlex !l, item 3, to this Directive, for 
dete~ntmg the H point of the seat, the reference line is 
, . : .t~t shown in fi~. + _in th~ appendix to a;qnex III of the 
Council Directive of l ~'U'Oh 1971 concerning, the .approxi~ 
ation of the.la.ws of the Member St~tes relating to motor-
, vehi.ole .. ~arwvieW mirr_ora;(*); · ' : -
. ' . . ' ' 
· ·"head: liml.' means:· a. straisht line passing through the centre 
of gravity of the head and ·through the joint of the nea1t Ni th 
the thorax, When the head is at rest the hea4 _line is 
si tuatlbd in the extension of the reference line. 
. .. 
The application for EEC type-approval shall be submitted by 
the holder of the trade name or mark of the seat or the head-
restraint or by fhis authorised representative. 
It shall be accompanied by tho undermentioned documents ~n 
triplicate: · · · 
·-a detailed .deisc;t.'iptirm of the hea.d;-restra.int,· specit)'ing in. 
par-ticular th~ nature <:£the paddillS' material or" ~terials and, 
where applicable, the position nnd speoifioatibns of the 
hra.o.es. e.pd anchorage pieces for the type or 't;Ypos of seats 
for which approVal of the head-restraint is sought; 
· a. det~'led descr:fJ;tion~~'Of the .type or types Of ~eats for l·Thich 
approval of the head-:-restra,int is· sought i :. . 
particulars identifying the type or types of vehicle on rlhich 
. the seats referred to .in i t-.em 3.2: •. 2, ·abov-e· ar.e intended to 
· · be ·,fi tt~ci; ··· ···' . 
• '•. ,! ,·,·· 
dimensioned drawings of the oha.ract-e~i.Stic parts of the seat 
and the head-restraint. 
'!be following sha..i1. be. ~~!tted io. ~he~ t~~hiiioa.l 1·a.uthority 
re~ponsible.for conducting the approval tests: 
if the head reetraint is integral ~dth the scat• four complete 
sea.ts1 
if the head restraint is intended to be firmly anchored to 
the scat: 
(*) See O.J. No. L68, 12 March 1971 page 16 
'. 
'.' 
•' r·~ 
; ~· 
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4.1., 1. 
4. 2. 
(5.) 
6 .. 
6.1. 
6.1.1. 
3- l'..nnex I 
t"'to ser.ts of e&ch' of the types to ·Hhich the head-restraint 
is to be fitted; 
4 +· 2N head-restraint at N being the nunber of types of seat 
to :rhich the hea.d••rcstro.int is to be fi ttecl. 
The technical authoritJ· responsible for conductinz the 
approv~l tests m~ request: 
the delivery to that authority of specific parts, or of 
specific samples of the naterials used; 2:nd/or 
the production to that authority of vehicles of the ty;::>e or 
t~rpes referred to in iteo 3.2.3. a~ove. 
M~'..RKINGS 
TI1e devices submitted for approval shall: 
be clearly and indelil:lly marked TtJi th the trade name or me.rk 
of the applicant for appx·oval) 
provide adequate space on the lateral face for the a?proval 
mar!: i -'che afo:.."eso.id space shall be shovm in the' drawings 
referred to in item 3.2.4. above. 
Where the head·restraint. is inte£To.l with the seat, the 
mar:dng referred to in ite1r1S 4.1.1. and 4.::...2. above shall 
be placed on the part of the seat which is used as a head-
restre,int. 
GENER1~ SPECIFICLTIONS 
The presence of the heed-restraint shall not be 8Xl additional 
cause of danger to occupants of the vehicle. In particular 
it shall not in a:ny position of use exhibit any dangerous 
rouj.hnoss or sharp edge liable to increase the risk or 
seriousne~s of injury to the occupants. Parts of the hcacl-
res-~raint which are situated in the impact zone defin.3d below 
shall be cape.ble of dissipating energy in the manner specified 
in annex V to this Directiveo 
The impe.ct zone is bounded laterally by two vortical longi-
tudinal planes, one on each side of and each 70 mm distant 
from the plGne of s~~etry of the seat considered; 
0 • • f.· .. 
' ' 
6.5. 
. '\ ·. 
6.6. 
6.8. 
-4- /.rmcx I 
the i.m::>aot·zone is .limited in he,igh~ t:o the,p.ll':t of·the heo.d ... 
restraint situated above the plane perp~diou~er to the 
reference line R and 635 mm distant from the H point. 
Parts of the front 3.nd rear fa.pes of 'the he.nd-restraint t·~ioh 
are situated outward of the said long:l tuclinr.l vertical planes 
s¥11 'be so padded a.s to prevent I:'J:zy' diroct contact o:' tr..e. 
· head with the components of: the structure, · ~;hich latter. shall 
in those areas have c radius of curvature of not lass th~ 
5~ 
~1e head-restraint shall be anchored to the seat in such a.. 
¥.1XJ" that no rigid and. dangerous part p.ojects from the pa.ddi~ 
of the hee.d":"restraint, f:r;-om th.e anchortt.ge or ·fro:at the seat 
boo!:: as a result of the pressure exerted· by the head during 
the test. 
The height of the head-restraint, . measur~ · a.s prescr'i bed in 
item 1· 2. belot-r, sh:l.ll be not less than 700 mm above the 
reference point of ~he sect •. 
The height of the device on which the hEX.'\d rests, measured 
as prescribed in item 7.2., shall ~n the case of a head-
·restraint adjustable for height be n~t le.ss .thin. lOO mm. 
There shall be no ga.p of more than 50 mm between the seat . 
·. b::~.ck·''and. the head restraint .in the c~se .. of e. device not 
adjustable for height. If the head-restraint 'is adjustable 
for height it shall .when ·.in the lo:v position be not more 
than 25 mm from the top of the seat back. . · 
The t-.ridth o£ the head-restrcint shall 'be such as to provide 
suitable suppol~ for the he~ of a person normally seated. 
Il'l tf:le plane of measurement of width defined in item 1. 3. 
below, the headrrestraint shall cover an area extending not 
less than 85 mm to each side bf·the .plane of symmetry of the 
seat for which the head-restr~int is intended, that distance 
being measured as prescrib~d in item 7.3 •. 
The heil.d restraint ~.nd its anQhol~age shall be suchi;that the 
maximum baa.'ltward displacement of t}lo head .Permitted by the 
·head-restraint and me.a.sured j,n oonformi ty 'd th. the static 
procedure prescribed in item 7.4. below is less than 102 mm. 
The head-restraint . and its. enchorage shall be. strong onousn 
to bear without failure the loed prescribed in item 7.4.3.7. 
belovr. 
' .· ·-
Determination of the reference oi oint of the seat in 
~hic,h t e , eaC!,_re,straint is ipco!'Rora.te,a_ 
This point shall be determined in conformity with the 
requirements of .'lnnex II to this Directive. 
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7.2. 
7.2.1. 
7.2.2. 
-5- ~'lnne:x: I 
Determination of the hei~t of the head restraint 
~ ., • • • , • • d • _,.. • • ' 1 
:~1 lines shall be dre~n in the pl8ne of symmetry of the 
seat considered, the intersection of which plane ~nth the 
seat determines the contour of the head-restraint ana of 
the seei-baok (see l~e:x: III fig. 1). 
1
.llte m~l:in oorres:;?ond.ing to an CJXeF~e adult mele or the 
ma~in referred to.in ~axne:x: II,item 3 slk~ll be placed in 
a 1iornal position on the seat~ The seo.t-back, if inclinagle 
sho.ll be looked in c. position corresponding to a ren.rt...rard 
inclination of the reference line of the ulallikin • s torso 
of as nearly ~~ possible 25• from the vertical. 
'!he projection of the reference line of the manikin referred 
to in 1xmex !I, item 3 shall in the case of the seat considered 
be drm·:n in the plane specified in item 7.2.1. T.he tangent S 
to the top of the head-restraint shall be drawn pcrpendiouar 
~o the reference line. 
The distnnce h from the H point to the tangent S is the 
height to be taken into consideration in implementing the 
requiremen·~ of ite~ 6.4. 
Determination of the width o:f the head - restraint 
i.nn"oi III, ifi. 2J, ' · .. 1 * • 1 • • (see 
~1o plane s1 perpendicular to the referencecline and situated 65 mm below the tangent S defined in item 7.2.3. defines a 
section in the head restraint bounded by the outline C. The 
direction of the straight lines tangential to C representing 
the intersection of the vertical ::_:>lc:lnes (P and P'), paro.llel 
to the plane of symmetry of the seat considered, Hith the 
pl<me s1 shall be d.ro,wn in the plane St. 
The tod.dth of the heud-ros·traint to be tclcen into consideration 
in implementing the reqUrement~of item 6.7. is the distance 
L soparo.ting the projections of planes P and P' lt.ncl.plane s1:. 
The. \ridth of the head-rcstl"n.int shal.l if necessary also be · 
determined 635 mm al;love the rcfor\3nce point of the seat, this 
distance being measured alone the reference line. 
~etermination of the effectiveness of the device 
The ef~ectiveness o~ th~.head-restro.int.shall be checked by 
the statio test described belowo 
Prepara,tion ;!.or the .t.e.9..t 
·If the hcad-rcs"'liraint is not integrated in the seat it shall be set in ,;'.~i3 
highest posi'tion. 
8 •. 
(8.1.) 
.(~.e.) 
(8.3.) 
8 .. 4 .• 
(9.) 
10. 
Annex ! 
'" 
.... ~ ' .J"' ' l\ .. ''- • 
All lines shall be crawn in the ver.ticp.l plane of symmetry of 
the seat conside~d. (see /illriex IV). . ·. 
A projection of the reference line R shall. be dravm. in the 
plane referred to in item 7.4.3.1. · 
.. :· 
. 'nJ,e displaced reference line R shall be determined by ~pplying to the part. simulatinl th~ ~aok i~ the. manikin 
refefred to in Annex II an initial force producing a rear-
. ward mom~t of 37• 3. mdai~ a.bo'\1t the H point. . . 
By ni'eahs ~f ~ spherical hea.d 165 mm in 'diameter an iili tia.l 
foroe produciilg a moment of 37 •. 3.mdoN about the H point . 
shall be applied at right angles t~ the displaced reference 
line ·R1 at ··a distance ·of 6 5 mm, belot-r the top of the head-
restraint. . . · · 
The tangent, Y to the spherical head, parallel to the displaced 
. rete~ep.oe line R1, shall be determined., . 
The distance X between the tangent Y and the displaced 
reference line R shn.ll be measured. The , r~rement of 
item 6.8. shall ~e deemed to be met if the distance X is less 
than 102 '·mm/· · · .. · ··· . · · · · · · · ·. "·· .• : · · . · · 
The. ini tia.l loa.d presori bed. in · i t_em 7 •. 4. 3, 4. shall be inprea.sed 
to'89 _daN:unless breakage of the sea~ or its biPk occurs 
earlier • .' . · · · · . . ... · . 
' :. ' 
CamroRMITY OF PROllTCTION MoDE:la 
' . . \,: ' 
.'!•' 
' . 
Head~restraint~ selected for verification of conformity with 
an a.ppr9Ved type .. shall· und.e~go the test ~es~i_bed in i tern 7 ~ 
s 
. ' . ,. ... .. ..... >. ., . 
'' 
The manut~oturor shall supply; ldth e®h .model oonformi:rlg'to 
a. type of head-restraint ·approved, ·particulars of the types 
and cha.raoteristios of the. seats for which the head-reetrai~t 
is approved and eventuall:y the ·necessary' indi'oations for the 
oorreot adaptation of the head•restraint. to seats by the' 
person u.sfng it. · · , :.· ·' . . . . · 
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fJrnEX II 
PROOEruRE FOR DETERMINING THE "H"POINT !JID THE .ACTUAL SENI'-B!~CK ANGLE 
l.ND VERIFYING THEIR RELJ .. TI<!TSHIP TO THE "R" POINT 
1. 
1.1. 
1.2.1. 
1.~.1. 
1. 5· 2. 
2. 
2.1. 
l...ND THE DESIGN SELT-BACK I.NG!E · 
DEFINITIONS 
The "H". point, r.-rhioh indicates the position of a. seated 
occupant in the passenger compartment, is the point of 
intersection of the vertical pane of symmetry of a human 
bo~, as represented by the nk~ikin referred to in item 3 
below, and the theoretical axis of rotation be~ween the legs 
and the torso of that body. 
'Ihe "R" J(Oin;t, or nseati~ reference ;e9,int·"is the reference 
point specified by the manuf~cturer which 
has co"""Ordinates determined in relation to the vehicle 
structure; 
corresponds to the theoretical position of the point of 
torsoflegs ~oyajrion ("H" point) for the lowest and most 
rea.r1vard normal driving position or position of use given 
to each seat provided by the vehicle manufacturer. 
".§_et?.t-bc.ck e..na:l~" means the inclination of the sec>t back in · 
relction to the vertical. 
"!.O~Jl-Ft.l sea;t•back angle" means the angle formed by the vertical 
through the "H" point h'i th the torso reference line of the 
human body npresented b;y- tpe manikin referred to in item 3. 
below. 
"~e!iQB seat-back qpgle" means the angle ,rescribed by the 
manufacturer t-rhich: 
determines the sea.t-be,ck cmgle for the lonest and most rear-
w~·d normal driving position or position.of use given to each 
sect by the vehicle manufacturer; 
is formed at~·the "il" poin·t; by the vertical and the torso 
reference line, 
corresponds·theoretically to the actual seat-~.ck angle. 
DETERMINATION OF "H" POmTS aiD llC'IUJ..L SEAT-BACK J.NGOO _ 
l.n. "H" point and an "actul".l sect-back angle" shall be deter-
mined for each seat provided by the manufacturero If the seats 
in the same row can be reearded as similar (bench seat, . 
identical seats, etc.), only. bne ·~actual seat-back .c.ngle" 
shall be determined for each row of seats, the m~ikin 
described in item 3. belol·r being seo.ted in a place reg<"J'ded 
as representative for the rovJ. This place shall be: 
' .. / ... 
2.1.1. 
2.1.2. 
4· 
4·.3· 
-2~ l..nnex !1 
in th~ ease of the fr.ont ro~, the driver's seat; 
~ :; ' 
in the oase of the rear :row or rows, an outer seat 
.. ' '' ' ' .. ;" '' . ' ,. 
When' an .fH:,<polnt. · 8.nd pri 'tiact'lola.l. ·sea.t:O~ n.ngle" · a.re being 
determined, the sca·f oonelid:ered shall be placed in tb.e lowest 
and.mos'b-·rearward normal driving.po.aition·,or posiiiion 9f . 
use provided for it by the me.nufacturer. The seat ba.ok: shall 
if its inclination is adjustable be looked ~s specified bW 
the memufa.otuer or in the absence of BZfi ·spcoifioa.tion to an 
aotua.l seat-back angle of,as nearly as possi~ 25° from the 
vertical. · · · ·· · .. · 
. -
DmCRIPTION OF THE M.t..Nn<:IN 
!.. three-dimensional manikin as descri-bed in £:mmx III, item 
31of the Council Directi~e of 1 March 1971 on the approximation 
of the laws. of the Member States relating to moto~ehicle 
-rear-view: ~rrors·: shall be1used (1) .. ' : .. · . : - · 
, , t • I • 4' • 
SETTIN'.G UP mE MJ.N'IKm . 
The 'three-dimensional manikin shall be set tip in.the follo~~ng 
manner: .. 
the :tehtc_lie · ~3:1s'tad.pib.a&d 'an bvh01'1tontai plp.D:eoand:?tbioth 
-:;aelttei!.djusiledoas~ptesottll!l@i iq;) bfemh!.B~;- · 
the seat to be tested shall be co_vered with e pi_ecW of cloth 
to· facilitate correct setti~ up of· the .. ina:nikir.J;';-
the manikin shall be plaoed on the seat concerned, its p~votal 
axe·s being perpendicular to. the .long! t'lldir.ial .plane of symmetrp 
<?'f th~ vehicle; 
the taet of the manikin shall be placed as-follows: 
in the" front seats, in such· '£1,_wey tp.a.t the a.Xi-s representing 
the transverse inclination of the· seat of the manikin is 
brought t.o the horizontt'.l; 
- • 'i • 
' 
in 'the rear 'seats, so fetr ns possiole ··in _druoh a \·lazy- as tp be 
in contact with the front seats,; · ·rf the feet ·then rest on 
part,~ o~ .the f~oor .whioh a.re _at dif~erent levels, the foot 
~"rhioh first comes into contact with the front seat shall '· · · 
serve as a reference point and the other foot-shall be so 
a.rrang~d th~t the axis representing the transverse inclination 
of the seat' of the manikin is br-o'l1gb.t to the .. horizontal t:.' . 
''it' the ··.W· poilit is being deternrl.ned for a centre seat, the 
.feet ~all be »laced one on,eaoh side of the ~~el. 
• '. • 11 I 
---~-·-.·-
.. •, : _·,' . ! .• , '-1· 1 ' •• (l) See O.J. No t··68, 2~ March 197~, .page 14 
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6. 
6.1. 
-3- JJ.l!lex II 
The ioreights shall be placed on the thighs, the axis representing 
the tranverse inclination of the seat of the manikin shall 
be brought to the horizontal' and the weights shall be placed 
on the component representing the seat of the manikin. 
The mani!cin shall be moved n.•my from the seat back by means 
of the knee-pivot be.r and the back of the manikin shall be 
pi voted forNards. The manikin shall be repositioned on the 
seat of the vehicle by being slid backwards on its seat 
until t-esis·tance is en.countered, the bac...l.c of· the manikin 
then being re,ln.ced age~nst the seat•ba~~; 
:~ horizontal load of approximately 10 + 1 daN shall be :b:ria:e.)o. 
applied to the mnnikin. ~1e direction-nnd point of application 
of the load are shovm by a black arrow in figure 2 of the 
appendix to J~ex II! of the Council Directive of 1 ~1arch 1971 
on the approximation of the laws of the Member States relating 
to raotor-vehicle rear-viel'll' mirr<m (1) 
The weights shall be installed on the right and left sides, 
and the torso v-reights shall then be placed in position. The 
transverse axis of the mnnikin shall be kept horizontal. 
The transverse axis of the manikin rning kept horizontal, the 
beck of the manikin shall be pivoted forwards until the torso 
v-reights are above the "H" point, so as to eliminate DJlY 
friction with the· seat ooclc. 
'!lie bac1{ of the manikin shall be gently moved rear~rards so 
as to complete the setting-up operation. The transverse 
~xis df the menikin shall be horizontal. If it is not, 
the procedure described above shall be repoa.ted. 
RlfSULTS 
llhen the tlk"mikin has been set up as described in i tern 4. above, 
the "H" point and the actu,al seat-back ang-le of the vehicle 
seat considered are constituted by the "H'' point a.nd the cmgle 
of inclination of the manikin's torso reference line. 
The co-ordinates of the "H" point in ·the three mutu:::..lly 
perpendicular ple..nee, and the actual seat-bade angle, shall 
be meo..sured for comparison td th the data supplied by the 
vehicle manufacturer. 
VERIFYING THE RELATIVE POSITIONS OF THE "R" 1.ND "H'' POINTS 
lmJ THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE DESIGN SEAIJ:\i.Bl~CK A1WLE f.ND 
THE J.C'llJJ:.L SELT-B!..CK l.l'IGLE 
The results of the measurements Ck~ried out ts lescribed by 
item 5.2. for the "H" point and the e..ctuo.l seat-back angle 
shall be compe..re~ vvi th the co-ordinates of the "R" point and 
the design sect-bD..Ck angle as supplied b~ the vehicle manu-
facture:. .... 
(1) See O.J. No L G8, 22 Me..rch 1971, Page 17 
6.2. 
6.2.1. 
6.s. 
6.6. 
- 4·.~ Jmnex II 
'!he relative P9.B~ tions of the "~ ·:t>Oint and the "H" point. and 
the relationship between, the deSign, s.eat-back. angle o.nd the 
. aetua.!' s~a~b~Ok ~ie.~ha.ll ,be'deemed.sa.tis£actor.y for the 
· seat in question if the· "H". point, ,as defined by. i-:ts co-
ordinates, lies within a longitudinal rectangle whose horizont~l 
and vertical siP,es are 30 mm and 20 mm. long respectively a.nd 
who~e dia8'o.nals intersect a~ the "R" point, and if the actual 
seat-~e.ok ~le is within 3 of the d~sign seat-bacl-c angle. 
If these conditions are met, the "R" point and the design 
seat-b~clt ~le shall be used for.the test and, if necessary, 
the manikin shall be so adjusted ·that the "H" point coincides 
with the "11" po;tn.t and the actual s.eat-ta~"< ~e. coi~cides 
Hi th the design ·seci.~baok angle. · 
It the "R" point or the actual sea.tO!"back angle does not 
satisfy the ±-e<iuirements of item 6~2. :l.bove, the "H" point 
or the actual seat-back. angl~ shall be. determined twice more 
(three times in ail). . If the results of t\-J'O of these three 
operations satisfy the requirements the result of the test. . 
. shall be considered to be sa~isfactory. 
If at· least tt...ro ~6 :the. three te:st results do no{ satisfy the 
. , requir.ements of item 6.2 •. , th~ resul~ of. the test shall b~. 
··deemed not satisfactory.. . · . · · · 
'If the situation described· in item .6.4. above arises, or if 
verification cannot be effected because the ·manufactUrer has· 
failed to supply information regarding the position Cl::>f the-· 
"R"' point or :regarding the desigr1 seat-~ aJ;lgle, the average 
of the results of .the three determinations me.Y be ued and be 
regarded. as a.pplice.ble in "'·n ciaSes w:nore the "R'.' point or 
the dosign seat-back engle is referred to in thio Directive 
For verifying the relative positions of the "R" point and the 
mi" poin;t (3Jld the relationship between the design sea;t ... bac!c. 
· angle. a.t¥,i ·thE) a.ctual ,s~a.t-back tmgle in .. e. se:r;'ie&-produotion 
vehicle the rectangle ·referred to in i.tem 6.2. above· shall be 
repl:~~ed by. a ~e. ~~ 50, ~, side . apd.. dll,e ~o.tUa.l se~t.;.ba.ck 
a.nsle·shall not d1ffer by more than+ 5 ~om the des1gnc 
.s~at:""pa.ok angle. -
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DEH'ERl4INATION OF HEIGHT ~ rn:DTH· OF IIEAD;..RES'l'WN'.l' 
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1. 
1.1. 
1.2. 
l:NNEX V 
TEST PROCEDURE FOR CHECKING ENERGY DISSIPATION 
INSTL.LLJ..TION, ~~.ElPB.tJ'.I}rtJS, RECORDING INSTRUl;IENTS :.ND PROCEDURE 
Installation 
The head-restraint covered ~.n. th c.n enrgy-d.issipl?.ting materia-l 
shall be fitted and tested on the seat of the vehicle in 
which it is installed. TI1is structur~l component shall be 
finaly secured to the test bench so as to reDk~in stutionary 
when the iMpact is applied. 
1.2.1 .. This a:_:>paratus consi ts of a penduhun 11hose pivot is supported 
by ball-bearings ru1d whose reduced oass (*) at its centre of 
pe~cussion is 6,8 kg. The lower extreoity of the pendulum 
consists of a rib~d headform 165 mm in diameter 1~ose centre 
is identical with the centre of percussion of the pendulum. 
1~2.2. The headforra shall be fi ttcd v:i th t•·;o acccleror.~eters e..nd a 
spoed-me;J.suring device, all capable of measuring- values in 
the direction of impact. 
_Re.c.cz;r.ding inst~ts 
The recording instnments used shall be suoh that ·measurements 
can be made with the follmving degrees of accurc:>,cy: 
1.3.1. Lcceleration: 
- · · ·acc'lira.cy = + r;;.f of the actual value; 
frequ.ency r;sponse = up to J.., 000 c/s; 
cross-a.Y..is sensitivity .. ,·· 5% of the lowest point 
on the scale. 
1.3.2. Speed: 
(*) 
accurn,cy = + 2. 5% of the ren.l value; 
sensitivity: 0.5 kr~/h 
••• ; •• <; 
The relationship of the reduced mass "m 11 of the pendulum to the 
total mass "m" of the pendulur.1 ::-.t a dictcmoe "n" bctHeon the centre 
of percussion and the axis of rotation and nt a distance "1~ bet\-:een 
the centre of ~vity and the axis of rotation is given by the 
formula: m = m • 
r a 
' •' 
2. 
3. 
3.1. 
. ' 
Time . recordine-: . 
-2-
• ,,: 'I' t 
-.-. · .. 
. . ' . ~f.; ~. , 
l.illne:x: V 
" ~ ' ... ' '' ' I ," ,. ~ " .,.,,_ ..... >I ~• 
-·the.instrumGntition .~h~ll ~GPnble .the.action to be 
· record'ed throughout. 'its duratfon· ~ readings to be 
made within one one---thousandth of a. seo.ond; 
-the beginning of tho impact at the·moment of first 
contact between the hecdfo'i"'Il and the item being 
t'ested shall be detodted on the recordings used' 
f9r analysing the 'test. . ' ' 
The surface to be tested shall be so-plaoed thct the pen-
dulum will normally strike the surface nt the point considered. 
' . 
The headform shall strllce ~he test· item at a·speed Qf 24.1 kmjh; 
this speed shall be achieved either by the mere.energy of 
pro~ulsinn or by using nn additional impelling device. 
nesulte 
In t~ets carried.out by the nboye procedure the deceleration 
of the headform shall not exceed 80 g ·continuously for more 
than 3 milliseconds. The deceleration rate shall be tcltan 
as the avere.ge of the readings· on·· the· ·h10 ·deceleromoters. 
~'{~lap~~_ ;e.ro.oedures 
Ekruf.valent test procedures shall be permit.ted on condition 
the.t the results required in item 2. above can be obtained.'· 
Responsibil£ty for demonstrating the ,equtval:enoe._.ot··a oethod o 
the~ than·~ that .-desori bed: in item · l:. shall rest with .. the per so~ 
using that other method. ·: · 
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·· ANNEX VI. 
~ TYPE - APPROV' AL MARK 
• I 
The type approval mark shall be mnd.e up of·: 
A· rectangle within which shall be placed the letter 11 e11 in lovrer case 
followed by a dietinguishine number br letters of'the country which has 
~ssued the a.pprpval ( 1 for Germany, 2 for France, 3 for Italy 1 · 4 for 
the Netherlands, 6 for Belgium, 11 for the-United Kingdom, 12 fo~ 
I.uxembourtrt DK for Denmark, IRL for IrelAnd) (~.t) . . . 
The type approval number entered below the rectangle ; 
1.1.3. The head restraint :l.a integral l<r:l.th the seat back, the type-approval . 
number is preceded by th~ letter I and a -
•, 
.J 
'. 
1.2. The type approval rna.rk must be clearly legible and indelible. 
,. 2 .. ARRANGEMENTS OF THE E E C APPROVAL MARKS ·~ ' . l :.' 
' . 
" 
2.1. Approval m~rk of a. heacl restraint whi'ch is integral trtHh a. seat ;; k-
.· . 
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'Phe above approval mark affixed to a head restraint ·or rest:r-aints int_e,gra.l·. . ~ . 
in the seat or seats of a vehicle shows that the type 'of seat in question . ·. 
has been approved wi-th r~gard to"'the head restraints in-i·the NetherJa.nds (s~~.: 
4) unoer approval num"er, _2~39_. . ·. 
. ~ 
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' ,, 
S-e~ OJ N° L 7 3, 27' Ma.roh 1972 "Acts relating to the accession te the Europ~l'tn 
Communities of the Kingdom of Denmark, Ireland, the Kingdom of Norway l'tnd the 
Unite!i Kinedom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland"• Act "relating to the· 
conditions ·of accession and.adaptatio~s to the tteatiea~ Annex I, title X. 
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2.2. Approval mark of a head rest!aint ~hioh is not integral with a seat • 
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The above a.pproval mark affixed to a hef'!.d restraint shows that the head ·r-estraint 
in ~estion has been approved, tha.t~~-~a a head restraint whioh is not integral 
with a seat and has been approved in the Netherlands tmder approval number 2439. 
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ANNEX VII 
E E C TYPE - APPROVAL FORM 
L Name of authority } 
.... 
Communication concerning the EEC type~ 
arrroval (or refusal or 'tlithd.raNal.of. 
the EEC type-approval) of a type of 
head restraint, ~mether or not incorpo-
rated in a seat 
EEC ·approval ~~·•••••••• 
1. Trade name of mark •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
2. ~~ufacturer's name ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
3. If applicable, narae of manufacturer's representative •••••••••••••••• 
4• Submitted for EEC approval on ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
?• Technical service conducting tests •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
6. Brief description of the head restraint (~) •••••••••··~··••••••••••• 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
·····~······························································· 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
7• T,ype and characteristics of the seats for ~rhich the head restraint is 
intended or in which it is incorporated ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
8. T,ypes of vehicles for tvhich the seats on t"lhich the head restraint can 
be fitted are intended ••• • • •••• ••• •• ••••• ,. •• •• •• ••• • ........... ••. ••• ••. 
9. Date of report issued by the technical service •••••••••••••••••••••• 
10. Number of report issued by the technical service •••••••••••••••••••• 
11. E10Cl type-approval in respect of head-restraints., whether or not incor-
porated granted/refused (~) 
12. Place ••• •• ••. ••. •• ••. •·•• •••• ••• •. ••• ••• • ••• •• •• •• •. •••. •• •• • • • •• •• • • 
(~) In the case of an incorporated head restraint this item need not be 
completed if all the necessary characteristics and particulars are 
entered under item 8. 
(~) Delete as appropriate. .;. 
•" ., .. 
• I 
... 
Annex vr: 
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Date ............ ~--·,·~··-~! ..... ! •••• ~!···~.·-· •.. ~ •••••...•.••••..•••..••• 
·1.4i'··· •· S:f:gaa:ture ••••••••••••• ••. ••• ••. •• •• 
15. ~ The following documents, beariD.g the EFlJ approval number shol\'!l abov 
above, are annexed ~o this EEC type-approval form ~ 
-~ . . ,.. ~ 
••••••••••• ~\~~' diagrams and photographs o~ the head res-
traint. and of seats for trmioh the. head restxoaint is intended or 
in whi&h it. ia incorporated. · 
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